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Units of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered an alarm to the
residence of Ronnie Gardner about one
mile south of Murray on Highway 121
Monday evening around 9:30.
The house was nearly totally engulfed
when the firemen arrived and firefighting
operations were hampered when the
squad's pumper broke down before
arriving at the scene.
The City Fire Department volunteered
their reserve pumper upon request and
firemen fought the blaze until early this
morning. The house and all its contents
were a complete loss although several

outbuildings were saved. City units left the
scene around midnight.
Gardner,a city fireman, was out of town
with his family when the blaze started and
were notified by phone of their loss. No one
was injured in the fire and the final Rescue
Squad units left the scene about 1:30 a. m.
Rescue Squad members answering the
alarm were: Sam Smith, Hal Winchester,
Ricky Bucy, Max Dowdy, Jim Green,
Ronnie Barnett, Ronnie Billington, Bud
Miller, Steve Ladd, Carl Hosford, Jerry
Edwards, Floyd Garland, Loyd Key,
Robert Trenholm, Roger Hughes, Kenny
Collins, Ron Stout, Charles Tubbs, Bernard Steen, and Bryan Claycomb.
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Bermuda Triangle To Be
Topic Of MSU Lecture
You may have heard it called "the
Devil's Triangle" or the "Graveyard of the
Atlantic" or even the more conventional
"the Bermuda Triangle."
But regardless of its title, the triangular
patch of the Atlantic Ocean stretching
south from Bermuda to the Florida coast
to Puerto Rico has been the scene of some
of the most bizzare disappearances of
ships and aircraft in the world.
Charles Berlitz, author of The Bermuda
Triangle, will present his views on the
perplexing pehnomena at a free lecture on
Mon., Nov. 24, in the University School
Auditorium on the Murray State campus.
The 8 p. m. event is one of a series of
programs sponsored by the MSU Student
Government Association's Insight-Lecture
committee and the second free offering of
the semester.
More than 1,000 individuals have been
lost in the mysterious waters of the Bermuda Triangle since 1945 when the first
airplanes were reported missing while on
routine training flights.
- Berlitz provides a catalog of air and sea
disasters known to have occurred in the
area. His presentation is complete with
pictures, illustrations, maps, and some
sworn testimony.
He says that "as we stand on the
threshold of space discoveries, we may
tend to believe that the world itself has no
more mystery for us. But it is nevertheless
true that about three-fifths of the world's
area, the depths of the sea, are even less
known to us than craters of the moon."
The author has written several books in
addition to his current bestseller such as
Atlantis and Mysteries from Forgotten

Worlds, both of which deal with the
existence of past civilizations beneath the
oceans. He ties this connection into many
of the theories which have been mentioned
about the area.
"We encourage all interested persons of
any age to attend the Berlitz lecture as it
promises to be something very current and
very different from the previous
presentations," urged Anne Erwin, Insight-Lecture committee chairperson
from Murray.

Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today, high in the
mid to upper 60s. Increasing cloudiness
with chance of showers and thundershowers tonight, low in the mid 40s. Mild
with showers ending Wednesday morning
becoming partly cloudy by afternoon, high
in the upper 50s to low 60s. Thursday partly
cloudy and cool.
Outlook Thursday through Saturday.
Fair through the period with temperatures
near seasonal normals. Daytime highs in
the 50s and overnight lows in the 30s.
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Local Ducks Unlimited
Dinner To Be Held Here
Unlimited ducks down four flyways of
the United States every winter is the goal
of Ducks Unlimited, Inc. Across the nation
there are some 600 plus DU functions held
annually to raise money for the ducks. As a
result of these functions some $2 million
annually are being poured into Canada
through water-control projects and
wildlife habitat projects to meet this
worthy goal.
The Mw-ray-Calloway County Sportmen's Banquet will be held November 12
at 6:30 p. m. at the Murray Calloway
County Country Club. The feature of this
event will be a Winchester Model 12 Ducks
Unlimited Commemorative Shotgun to be
given away to some lucky ticket holder.
This shotgun is one of 800 that were
donated by Winchester to Ducks Unlimited
a minimum of $750. With only 800 being
produced, collectors throughout the
country are fast placing high values on

these beautifully crafted shotguns.
Some lucky Murray-Calloway County
Ducks Unlimited member will own the 12
DU 703(the serial number of the gun to be
given away) for only the cost of DU
membership,$20. This can be compared to
the shotguns that have been auctioned in
other parts of the country for much higher
prices.
The successful bidder at the Houston DU
meeting and auction paid $7,600 for the
shotgun. While in Morgan City, La. the
shotgun there was auctioned for $8,000.
The appellation "gun nut" is not without
foundation.
This is an excellent opportunity to help
the ducks and at the same time have a
chance to win this beautiful shotgun.
Tickets can be purchased from any
member or at the Peoples Bank; Bank of
Murray and M & M Sporting Goods.

HOME LEVELED BY BLAZE—Fire completely destroyed the home of Ronnie
Gardner, on Highway 121 South last night. The structure was already engulfed in
flames when the Calloway County Are-Rescue Unit was called. A Murray City

Fire Department pumper was also dispatched to the scene, along with two
firemen, to assist in fighting the blaze.
Staff Pftoto by David HiM

MSU Teams Present
Five Local
Winters Elected President Of
Papers Saturday
FFA Members industrial Education Group
Two teams from a research group in the
Dr Kenneth W. Winters, chairman of work relative to the production of wood- Department of Biological Sciences at
combination materials known as Murray State University each presented
At Conference the newly-created Department of plastic
Five members of the Calloway County Engineering and Industrial Technology at methacrylated wood. Before joining the papers at scientific meetings on Saturday,
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
American are attending the national FFA
convention this week in Kansas City, Mo.
They are Steve McCuiston, Mark Wilson,
Krit Stubblefield, Barry Joseph, and Joe
Dan Taylor.
McCuiston is state FFA president and
will be serving as one of the three official
delegates from Kentucky to the convention.
Calloway County Chapter will be
receiving a national rating award at the
convention. Only six chapters in Kentucky
are receiving national ratings. This is the
first national rating in the history of the
Calloway County Chapter.
Mark Wilson, local president, will be
serving on the National FFA Courtesy
Corps.
The Calloway group will also attend the
American Royal Cattle Show and the
Agricultural Careers Show while in
Kansas City. Vice-President Nelson
Rockefeller will address the group on
Friday.
Larry Gilbert, vo-ag teacher and FFA
advisor at Calloway High, is accompanying the Calloway delegation.

Murray State University, has been elected
president of the 1,600-member Kentucky
Industrial Education Association.
Dr. W'-ters, a member of the Murray
faculty since 1965, was elected at the
association's annual conference last week
in Louisville. He succeeds Dr. Devert
Owen,a faculty member at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
The purpose of the association is to
promote the interests of all phases of industrial education, including industrial
arts, trade and industrial education,
technical education, health and public
service occupations and related
educational services in Kentucky, and its
membership is made up of teachers and
representatives from these areas.
A native of Crittenden County, Dr.
Winters received his undergraduate
degree at Murray State in 1957, and his
master's in 1964 at the University of Indiana. In 1970, he was awarded a doctoral
degree in industrial education at the
University of Northern Colorado.
The immediate past president of the
Murray Lions Club, Dr. Winters is
currently involved in unfunded research

Murray Kiwanis Club
Hosts Division Meeting

Kentucky-Tennessee District Governor,
Charles F. Gibson of Kiwanis International, will make his official visit to
Division 15 Thursday, November 13 at a
meeting hosted by the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Governor Gibson has -been an active
Kiwanian with perfect attendance for 37
years. He has the distinction of having
served as IA. Governor twice. He is a
charter member of the Georgetown club
and served in all its offices. A wide range
of district committee posts have been
filled with success by Gibson. He is a
veteran convention goer, with a record of
nine attendances at International
gatherings and 34 district conventions.
Governor Gibson and his wife, Lucille,
have three children and two grandchildren. He is a deacon and Sunday school
teacher in the White Sulphur Baptist
church. His office is with the Property Tax
Division of Kentucky Department Of
Revenue at Frankfort.
"Marked dedication to his family, his
church, his associates, and to Kii401118
earned for him the honor gof being elected
—to-the highest office-the frif
This Winchester Model 12 Ducks Unlimited Commemorative Shotgun win be
bestow upon a member," a spokesman
won by some lucky member of the Murray-Calloway County Ducks Unlimited at
said.
the group's banquet Wednesday evening at 630 p. m. at the Murray Country
K-T District's Division 15 Lt. Governor
Arlie Scott said he was pleased to welcome
Club.

Murray State faculty, he taught industrial
arts in the Henderson city schools.
In addition to Dr. Winters, others from
the Murray faculty attending the
Louisville meeting included: Dr. Thomas
E. Gray, Dr. Gene Schanbacher, Dr.
Wendell Jordan, Dr. Eddie Adams,George
Lilly, John Fortin, Bill Adams, Jr., Paul
Lynn and Bob Jones. Dr. Gray, Lilly and
Fortin also are departmental chairmen in
the newly-created College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State.

Nov.8, on the results of their studies of the
effects of marihuana on biological
systems.
Dr. Robert Daniel, associate professor,
and James Summersgill, graduate student
from Louisville, presented their paper
delta-9"Effects . of
entitled
tetrahydrocannabinol on Tetrahymena
pyriformis GL" to the Kentucky Academy
of Science in Louisville.
Dr. Douglas 0. Abbott, assistant
professor, and Charles Roethe, graduate
student from Paducah, presented their
paper entitled "Comparison of the effects
of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on
Bacillus rereus and Streptococcus
faecalis" at the Kentucky-Tennessee
Branch of the American Society of
Eight students from Murray High School Microbiology meetings on the University
won honors in the Trigg County In- of Kentucky campus in Lexington.
vitational Speech Tournament held Work presented at the two meetings was
Saturday at Cadiz, according to Kay the result of a two-year study at Murray
Beasley, speech coach.
State headed by Daniel and Abbott. The
Placing second in overall competition in project has been concerned with the
Boys Extemporaneous Speaking was detection and the measuring of the effects
Tarpley Jones and ranking fifth in the of marihuana on individual cells.
finals of dramatic interpretation was Past studies on the effects of marihuana
Catina Beasley.
on whole organisms, both human and
Superior ratings were earned by Phillip animal, have resulted in conflicting
Zacheretti, extemporaneous speaking, conclusions about the long-term effect of
Laura Shinners, prose, and Cheryl Milam, marihuana use.
original oratory.
From their studies of cells, the
Earning excellent ratings were Donna researchers said they hope to reach a
Bailey, prose, Sherry Runon, girls ex- better understanding of the nature of the
temporaneous, and Bruce Clayton, effects of the drug as seen in whole
original oratory.
F organisms.

MHS Students
Win At Trigg

Gov. Gibson on behalf of the Division and
eaPecially happy that his home club of

— — Charle0
Murray was serving as the host club. The
meeting will be held at the Student Union
Building at Murray State University.

CHEMISTRY SCHOLARSHIP WINNER -- Bill Boston, a senior at Murray High
School, was the first place winner in the fifth annual Chemistry Scholarship Tournament at Murray State University on Saturday. He is shown as he prepares to
accept a plaque from, Dr. Pete Panzera, chairman of the Department of
theristry-on the taritplis. Soston; who win te<NW s S4130 crhtttarctiipicrattendMurray State for the 1976-77 school year, had the highest score on the competitive chemistry examination taken by 53 seniors from 18 area high schools. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. HI Boston and a student of Lloyd Hasty.
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Observe Anniversary

Community Under God"Is Theme World
Community Day Program Held, Church Women
"One Community Under
God" was the theme of the
World Community Day observance of Church Women
United at First Baptist Church
held Friday evening, November

Mrs. Wilson
Hostess For
Suburban Club

Take a Back Seat While
In Law's with the Driver
By Abigail Van Buren
, 1579 by Chicsgo Tribun•-111 S Plows Synd
4

Inc

t,DEAR ABBY: I have a problem with my mother-in-law
She and my husband believe that it is a matter of "respect'
to let her sit in the front next to her son when were in the
car together. Of course that means I have to sit in the back
I have tried to tell my husband that this has nothing to
do with respect and that I should sit next to him. It burns
me up, and they both know it.
His mother is 47 and has no disabilities, so there is no
good reason for her to sit next to my husband.
I always thought that once married, your spouse becomes
the most important person in your life and his family comes
next.
It's gotten to the point where if his mother is going along,
I just refuse to go. She doesn't drive and won't learn, so you
can -see that this poses a big problem.
There is no use talking to her because she already knows
how I feel. She jilst thinks I should show her respect and get
in the back.
What do you think is the respectable and proper thing to
do?
MISERABLE IN BACK
DEAR MISERABLE: When push comes to shove, you
should defer to her, not because your husband wants you to,
but because she is your elder. Even though she should not
have demanded to sit next to her son, since she did, you
should have yielded gracefully. Refusing to go along is
childish. Knock it off.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 72-year-old widow. I am very
active, and believe me, I have all my buttons. My single
daughter, Donna, and I live together.
I like people, but my oldest daughter who is married and
lives happily with her husband told me that when Donna
has company, I should excuse myself and give Donna and
her guest privacy. This house is half mine.
Abby, when people reach a certain age, don't they belong
to the human race any longer?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: The issue is not age,-- it's privacy.
You need rusedisappear the moment Donna has company
and remain out of sight until the guestleaves, but neither
should you join the party the whole time.
Use some judgment, Mother. Your older daughter has a
PoiS.
DEAR ABBY: My 14-year-old daughter recently spent a
month with her father in Colorado. He and I have been
divorced since she was 6-years-old.
She closed a recent letter to me with the following words:
"When I was born it was a wonderful thing because I
grew up and you were there. I just want you to know that
I couldn't ask for a better friend than you, Mommy I love
you!"
Abby, I am a witness to the fact that all children who
grow up with only one parent do not go bad.
I would like to tell mothers all over the world that if they
treat their children with respect and love, they will almost
always make you proud of them.
YOUNG BLACK MOM
DEAR MOM: Thank you for a beautiful letter. It made
my day.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
hometheir
received
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger A, Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
be pieced before 6 p.m.

To keep your youngster's
freshly polished white shoes
from getting scuff while
you're getting ready to go
out, pull an old pair of socks
over his shoes

THE
GIANT
SPIDER
INVASION
•6,ouP Re... pc.

The
Groove Tube (R)
A Hilarious Spoof of American TV
(Under 17 Only With Parent

MR. AND MRS. MAX BAILEY of 1702 College Farm Road,
Murray, are celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary today,
November 11. They were married on that date in 1950 at Henderson.
Mrs. Bailey is the former Wanda Crouse, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Crouse, and is employed at the Palace Restaurant.
Mr. Bailey is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bailey and is employed at Crass Furniture Company. They have one daughter,
Mrs. Tommy (Carol) Brittain, and two sons, Randy and Gary
Bailey, all of Murray.

Ruth Warren Directs Program At
The Baptist Women of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met at
the church on Monday,
November 3, at seven p. m. with
Mildred Crawford leading the
opening prayer.
Ruth Warren was in charge of
the program on "Facing
Tensions In The Middle East."
She was assisted by Gladys
Williamson, Lorene Owens,
Mildred Crawford, Betty

Hospital Report

Lockhart, Mary Kathryn Stark,
Hattie Lee Galloway, and Odle
Kuykendall.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Galloway.
Plans for the Week of Prayer
for Foreign Missions for
November 30 to December 7
were discussed. The church
goal for the Lottie Moon
Christmas Offering is $2,000.
Also present were Maxine
Nance, Mary Turner, Mary Bell
Jones, Linda Cooper, and
Dorothy Brandon.

The Suburban Homemakers
Club held its October meeting in
the home of Mrs. Jack Wilson
with the president, Mrs. HolmeA
Dunn, presiding, and Mrs. Max
Farley reading the scripture
from Psalms 118.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn read the
minutes, gave the treasurer's
report, and called the roll with
ten members present. Mrs.
Robert Hendon reported on the
Sew-A-Thon she attended at
Paducah, and also gave the
craft lesson on Christmas gift
ideas.
The lesson on "Acceessories
For the Home" was given by
Mrs. Clyde Miller who said that
accessories should add beauty,
utility, and friendliness, but
never detract from the room or
cause clutter, adding that well
chosen accessories do for the
room what seasoning does for
food by giving it flavor and
color.
Mrs. Leon Adams gave the
landscape notes.
Other members present were
Mrs. Learon McGary, Mrs.
Lenith Rogers, and Mrs. Harry
Russel.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Adams.

Budget Seminar Will
Be Held On
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aspects of malnutrition could be recongnized hunger specialist,
if we could double to the effect that twenty years of
eliminated
Minister of Education G. T.
Moody welcomed the people for the grain-in-aid program, and hard work could wipe out
the host church, emphasizing also that many countries have hunger. She called for "a
the need and significance of already made impressive rededication of ourselves as
in
improved participants in world history."
of
Christians
various beginnings
In conclusion, Mrs. Sparks
denominations coming together practices in agriculture.
to pray. Mrs. W. Edd Glover, Fascinating and encouraging said, "Jesus identified himself
CWU President, extended a results of research projects in particularly with the poorest
crop and animal production and the least. Since he walked
cordial welcome.
this earth, it has been imThe periods of meditation and were mentioned.
She quoted Dr. Dean possible to ignor his words
prayer, in which all participated, were directed by the Freudenburger, former which call us to the needs of the
World
Day agricultural missionary and poor and the hungry.
Community
Chairman, Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, of the host church.
Scripture readings were
Introducing Shirley Doron
given by the following: Mrs.
Marvin Williams, Calvary
Temple; Mrs. C. E. Timberlake, St. John's Baptist;
Mrs.
Thomas
Wilkins,
Memorial Baptist; Mrs. Donald
Burke, St. Leo's Catholic; Mrs.
W. J. Pittman, First Baptist.
Ushers were: Mrs. Virginia
Jones and Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd, North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian;
Mrs. Clovis Brown and Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, South
Grove
Pleasant
United
Methodist.
Two songs, "There Is A Balm
in Gilead" and "There's a
World Out There" were
presented by the girl's choir of
First Christian Church, under
the direction of Mrs. Margaret
Porter.
Mrs. Harry Sparks was the
special speaker for the occasion. Her subject was "World
Hunger." She called attention to
the fact that two-thirds of the
world's people were already
Shirley Doran has been with the bank for five years and has
underprivileged. "But since
the position of teller at the North Branch. She is a graduate of
1972," she said, "drought has
made itself felt across whole
Murray College High School and attended Murray State
College. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni, sercontinents. Starvation and
ving as treasurer. Mrs. Doran, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
malnutrition have become a
daily fact of life. In West Africa,
Mason Thomas,is a member of the Elm Grove Baptist Church. She has one son, Mark Alan, age seven. They reside on
scene of one of the worst
Nottingham Drive,Sherwood Forest Subdivision, Murray.
catastrophes in modern times,
in the Niger River basin area,
the drought-related death toll is
It's the People that make the difference at...
estimated at 100,000, but the
exact number will never be
known."
Mrs. Sparks went on to say,
however, that "although the
KY.
picture is grim, the situation is
Member FDIC
not entirely hopeless." She
pointed out that the worst

November 7, 1975
Adults 107
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Roberts (mother,
Mary Ruth), Route 5, Box 309,
Coordinators for the seminar
Budgets, Savings, Credit,
Murray, Baby Girl Guffy
will
be Fran Maierhauser,
and
Education
Repairs,
Debts,
15th
N.
(mother, Linda M.), 626
Health seem to be timely topics Home Economist for KenSt., Murray.
as the American family tries to tucky's Association of Electric
DISMISSALS
Mary
Mrs. Vickie M. Wells and stretch the family income to Cooperatives, and
Baby Boy, Route 5, Box 2381, cover all these facets and bring Lawson, Itinerant Teacher
Murray, Howard K. McCallon, satisfaction to all family Trainer for Murray State
University Home Economics
Route 1, Murray, Mildred L. members.
Department.
Home
The
Kentucky
1,
Mrs.
Route
Murray,
Russell,
Debbie L Cook,Route 4, Box 89, Economics Association will be,
Dr. Alice Koenecke, ChairMurray, Mrs. Betty Wimberley, sponsoring a "Mini-Seminar"
man, Home Economics at
cope
families
designed
help
to
Route 2, Paris, Term., Mrs.
Murray Staete University will
Anita C. Morgan, 725 S. 4th St., with economic uncertainty,
be directing the seminar. Mrs.
unemployment.
inflation
and
Murray, Miss Belinda Jo
Open to the public the Sue Smith and Dr. Pauline
Jackson, Route 4, Box 382,
seminar
will be held at Mayfield Waggener will be handling local
Lula
Mrs.
Wash.,
Ellensburg,
on November 13, at arrangements. For more inSchool
Mae Bowden, 405 N. Cherry, High
formation call 762-3384.
Murray, Miss Randy Whitlow, 7:30 p. m.
1107 S. 16th St., Murray, Clayton
Fulton, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Aide Salyer, Route 2, box 24,
Puryear, Tam., Mrs. Henrietta
Holcomb, 16 Wynn, Paris,
Term., Kathleen R. Watson,
Route 7, Box 182, Mayfield, Miss
Belinda Allen, Route 2, Box 266,
Dover, Term., Mrs. Elaine E.
Wtherton, Box 342, Murray,
J.E. Tarry, Jr., Rt. 5, Box 620,
Judy Herndon, and Bro. Phelps.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Murray, Marshal C. Henry, 821
Other visitors while in the
1975
12,
October
Shawa Circle, Murray, Miss
hospital were Mrs. Linda
been
Morris
Ella
hasn't
Mrs.
Patti Brown, 9314 Fern Creek,
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Moine
for
is
well
but
so
several
weeks,
Louisville, Mrs. Juanita Rats,
Nanney, Miss Linda Hayes, Mr.
Visitors
to
now.
feeling
better
New Concord, Mrs. Olive V.
and Mrs. Sam Lee, Mr. and
Steele, Route 5, Box 1010, see her the past week were Mrs. Mrs. Rickie Shankle, Tony
Mrs.
Holice
Grooms,
Enloe
Murray, Eddie D. Davis, 514 S.
Sykes, Howard Morris, Gail
7th St., Murray, Miss Darlene Tarkington, Mrs. Terry Sills, Morris, Bro. Glynn M. Orr, Mr.
Mrs.
and
Charles
Mr.
Paschall,
Walker, Route 2, Box 283,
and Mrs. Larry Blakely, Mrs.
Murray, Miss Minnie E. Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs. Frances James Houston, Mrs. Rose
and
Deering,
Bailey
Mr.
Mrs.
Howard, J-1 Murray Manor
Martin, Peggy Cornwell, Jack
Apts. Murray, Mrs. Marie Grooms, Mrs. Cooper Jones, Norsworthy, and Mrs. Tony
Orr,
Mrs.
Morris'
Mrs.
Milford
Vereycken, Route 5, Box 2269,
Sykes. She was dismissed
Murray, Mrs. Beulah Miller, 505 daughters, Mrs. Beetle Jenkins, Wednesday morning and stayed
Mrs.
Orr,
Glynn
Mrs.
Douglas
Poplar St., Murray, Mrs. Jewell
with the R.D. Keys and Warren
W. Phelps, Route 3, Murray, Vandyke, and Mrs. Jessie Sykes until Thursday afternoon
Mrs. Clarice G. McDaniel, Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Williams when she returned home. Mrs.
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Mary R.
Lee appreciated all the cards,
Chanbers, Route 1, Far- from Poplar Bluff, Mo., visited calls, beautiful flowers, visits,
last
Ella
WedMrs.
Morris
mington, Mrs. Avie J. Jones,
and most of all your prayers.
Route 1, Hazel, George W. nesday.
She especially thanked the
Myrtice
Mrs.
Nance
visited
Jones, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Lois
doctors and nurses on the
H. Earhart, Route 1, Box 265, Mrs. Notice Grooms Sunday. second floor of the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Orr and
Dover, Tenn., Edgar C.
Here is a special poem:
Williams (expired), Fern son visited Mr. and Mrs.
"Look On the Sunny Side"
Tommy Veazey Sunday night.
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
There are always two sides.
Linda Hayes visited Bro. and
The good and the Bad,
Mrs. Warren Sykes Friday
The dark and the Light,
night.
A true account of one of
The sad and the glad.
Charlie Wicker sold his home
the most incredible journeys
But in looking back over the
here and moved to Paducah to
in American history.
live with his daughter and good and the bad, we're aware
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe of the number of good things we
A Mt STORY
have had, And in counting our
lts
Powell.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford blessings, we rind when we're
attended church at North Fork through, we've no reason at all
on Sunday and visited Mr. and to complain or be blue, so thank
God for good things he had
Mrs. Gurvis Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances already done, and be grateful to
Deeming of Detroit, Mich., spent him for the battles you've won;
several days here visiting Mrs and know that the same God
Ovie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. who helped you before, is ready
Clerris Wilson, and Mr. and and willing to help you once
more.
Mrs. Maburn Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday.
Mrs. Susan Lee was admitted
to Henry County Hospital last
Sunday and had surgery on
Starts Wed.
Monday. Those at her bedside
The stork is held sacred in
were her husband, Jerry, Mr
Sweden, from the legend that
and Mrs. R. D. Key, Bro. and
it flew round the cross crying
Mrs. Warren Sykes and son, "Stryka, Stryks:- when Jesus
Mich, Mrs Linda Young, Mrs
was crucified.
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PEOPLES IBANK
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Ask us about our new savings plan
that lets you defer taxes while you build your
own retirement fund.
Thanks to an act ofCongress,anyone not
under another pension plan can now
start their own-and retire rich.
It's called an Individual Retirement
Account-an I.R.A.You can contribute
15% of your annual salary to it each year,
up to $1,500 tax free. And you won't pay
any taxes on that money until your retirement,when you're in a k)wer tax bracket.
v▪
•

Ask us for details about starting an Individual Retirement Account.Start making
sure your golden years really arc golden.
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FOLEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foley,
Route Four, Box 231, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Andrew Stewart, weighing eight
twelve
pounds
ounces,
me_asuring twenty inches born
on Wednesday, November 5, at
9:08 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Taylor Motors, Inc., and the
mother is on leave of absence
from Fisher Price.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Foley of Benton and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Watson of
Dixon. Great grandparents are
Arthur
Mr. and
Mrs.
Schurnaker of Cartni, M., Mrs.
Ben Nation of Fairfield, M., Mr.
and Mis. Noble Crowley and
Bryan Waic,on of Duce .

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

NOVEMBER 12, 1/75

LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) sawn
Some unusual situations
indicated, and extraordinary
persons with whom to deal. Use
Libran's poise and fine
the
ARIES
A sense of balance to cope.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) EYI
For your own benefit and the SCORPIO
edification of others, bring to (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nte*
Betty Sledd Mission Group of
Enthuse! This may be THE
light one of your lesser known
Memorial Baptist Church will
talents and capitalize on it. This factor needed to keep day out of meet with Mrs. Charles
day calls for ACTION — for a rut, free from aggravations. Chilcutt.
which it will pay handsomely. Day also requires your understanding of others' needs.
TAURUS
Groups of First Christian
67 SAGITTARIUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64
Church CWF will meet as
This day should bring reward ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AO follows: I with Mrs. Ed Diuguld,
Stellar influences indicate Jr., with Mrs. Walter Apperson
for past efforts even if you seem
to lack the initiative to start new some pressure in job matters, in charge of the program at ten
undertakings. Do take time to but remain steadfast and am:; IV with Mrs. Steye Shaw
hopeful. You CAN advance.
plan ahead, however.
with Mrs. Joe Cartwright in
Personal affairs promise to be
GEMINI
of the program at 7:30 p
charge
interesting.
r unusually
( May 22 to June 21) ibi
Ill.
A top day for displaying your CAPRICORN
canny sense of timing and t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Xir4
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
ability to cut deadwood from
Strength of purpose, ingenyour schedule Some new op- uity and a thorough knowledge Order of the Eastern Star will
portunities in the offing.
of your ground will be needed meet at 7:30 p. ni. at the
CANCER
now: Put first things FIRST, Masonic Hall.
0 and don't engage in new un0
The Murray Vocational FBLA (June 22 to July TJ) 11:
Lunar influences stimulate dertakings without careful
Kappa Department, Murray
Club met for its monthly
Woman's Club, will have an
meeting Monday, November 3, your self-reliance and general study.
ability. You will feel active and
open meeting with Joe Green of
AQUARIUS
at 3:30 p.m.
MSU SeUrity Police as speaker
After refreshments were enterprising, but make no ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid delays in matters at 7:30 p: m.
served, the meeting was called changes in matters now running
which, while not pressing,
to order by Mary Barnett, vice smoothly.
LEO
should nevertheless be handled
Murray TOPS Club will meet
president, who presided in the
24 to Aug. 23)
July
(
your
clutter
they
before
at the Health Center at seven p.
absence of the president.
A better-than-average day if
program. General progress m.
Officers reports were given YOU remain firm and in the
indicated.
and a discussion of business driver's seat — where the
PISCES
followed.
Leoite really belongs.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Qt
The chapter voted to present VIRGO
Through sheer personality
the program at the Lions Club ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
and persuasiveness, you can be
November llth meeting. They
Under generous Mercury
an effective influence in pieces
also voted to send March of Influences, you should be able to
where stumbling blocks have
Dimes Committee chairman, capitalize on your talents, inbeen raised. Aspects fine!
Sharon Wyatt and Mary Barnett crease your holdings and win
to the November March of hitherto unattainable recogniYOU BORN TODAY are
tion. WORK AT IT!
Dimes Workshop.
endowed with keen mental
faculties — often tending
toward the investigative and
inventive. Also, your words and
writings may tend toward the
unusual, to be picture-phrased
— and this quality, coupled with
DANGEROUS
your natural joyousness of
expression, would lend exGUESSING
ceptional beauty and appeal to
your writing, should you take up
authorship as a career. You
have an affinity for science;too,
One great cause of serious home accidents is trying
may have a positive genius
and
Potent
container.
to guess the contents of an until:lied
for mechanics so, given a fair
drup are easily mistaken for simple home remedies.
education, there are many
fields open to your talents. Try
to avoid tendencies to be sharpDo as we pharmacists do. We leave nothing to
woken with those of lesser
chance.. The contests of any 'Wattled bottle are
ability than yourself. Birthdate
immediately destroyed. The least doubt about potency
of: Princess Grace, Her Serene
and the medicine is discarded. We will not gamble with
Highness of Monaco (former
anyone's health.
film star Grace Kelly).

Murray FBLA

Club Has Meet

1244A

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

7S3-1340
ainic Pharmacy
Testate °wisp,
Nereid Veber, 1.141.
Steve Comptes, R.Ms.
Murray,Ky. 42071
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Health Day for Senior
Citizens will be at the North 2nd
Siree• Center from one to three
p.m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meel a: Methodist Church
fellliwship hall at one p. m. For
information call Jan Maddox at
753-8193

a

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. a. Gleason Hall.
Dever Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon in
honor of Dillard Roberts al
noon.

Tharsdey, November 13
Mini-Seminar, sponsored by
Kentucky Home Economics
Association, will be held at
Mayfield High School at 7:30 p.
m. For information call 7623384. Dr. Alice Koenecke is
director of the budget seminar.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Contemporary with
Barbara Gillum at ten a. m.;
Town and Country at the
Murray Vocational Center, rear
entrance, at 7:30 p. m.; Dexter
and New Frontier at places to
be announced.
New Concord Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert Taylor for a lesson on
macrame at twelve. Bring a
sack lunch and articles for the
bazaar.

MON•TUES• WED

2-pc Chicken Dinner
• 2 pcs tinges( lickin" good chickan
• Fresh coleslaw or potatoss A butter roll
ON.'Good Limited Time Only

Kettucky fried ekicka
..Passw• *no -may-Amer.m, itillesToto

01, Pv101011.

Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart with
reseal cap costs just about the same,
ounce forounce,as most of the brands .
that claim to be bargains.
It's true. Ounce for ounce you spend just about the do
same for Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart as you
for those brands you thought were bargains. And
when you add in Pepsi-Cola quality, we think you'll
agree that Pepsi is a real bargain. Next time you
shop,compare.

,

littillibil

KENTUCKY

Wednesday, November 12
The Arts and Crafts Club will
mee' at he home of Mrs. Ed
Adams,907 Sycamore,at 2:30 p.
rn

Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: South Pleasant
Grove with Mrs. Bob Orr at one
p. m., Pacers with Marilyn
Mikulcik at 9:30 a. m., New
Concord with Mrs. John
L,ivesay, Harris Grove with
Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo, South
Murray with Lorene Maggard,
and Pottertown at lake home if
Lucy Alderdice, all at 'en a. m.

Pleasant Grove
North
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Presbyteriairs
Club will meet at 7:30 p. rii. at Cumberland
a churchwide
have
will
Church
the
of
the community room
at
Hopkinsville Savings and Loan, potluck supper at the church
furbe
will
Meat
m.
p.
6:30
Murray Branch.
nished.
10:15
at
open
will
Center
Ellis
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. &
a. m. for senior citizens with
sack lunch at noon and work on A M and Murray Council No.
bazaar in the morning, and 50 R. fa S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
table games at one p. m.

REALLY READ LABELS
Labels give you all kinds
of useful information
including ingredients,
of
weight
nutrients,
contents, suggestions for
serving.
You may get some
shocks. For instance, read
the label on some of the
potted meat spreads -probably not what you
thought you were eating.

EXPLORE
KENTUCKY

Groups of First. Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Bdlington at nine a. m.; U with
Mrs. R. W. Churchill at ten a.
In., III with Mrs. Bailey
Biggins at two p. m.; Bea
Walker with Mrs. G. T. Moody
and BYW with Mrs. David King
at 7:30 p. m.

Wednesday, November 12
Evening circles of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Wendell Jordan, Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. James M. Lassiter,
and Wesleyan with Mrs. Gillard
Ross.

JUIN tilt
NATION

KY
KENTUC
VA( Al MN
KENT

lb awwwwwwwasionswas
The slogans and logos you see above have helped Kentucky become a
tourist playground and scenic wonderland in the eyes of the nation. With
their promotion aid, Kentucky tourism has grown into an $850 million
industry. They have served us well, but now is the time for a fresh
approach. We ask you to join us at the Kentucky Department of Public
Information in developing an exciting new slogan and logo to promote the
state.
Send' your design of a new slogan and idea by Nov. 15 to:
Commissioner James C. Vernon,
Department of Public Information
Capital Annex
Frankfort, Kentucky. 40601
Be sure to include your name, address and phone number so that we can
contact you if your idea is selected.
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Editorial

Timetable For Justice
New orgoization of
The Court of Justice
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Garrott's Galley

1.31KING BACK

Get The Nickels Out, Folks!
Ain't No Way To Beat Casper
By MC. Garrott
Apparently a lot of people agree with my
conclusion that John Ed Scott has hired
Casper the Ghost to go around town giving
out tickets for parking meter violations.
Three of them niade it a point to tell me so.
The first was Mrs. Aline McClure,
Panorama gloms. Aline, who is a
secretary in the Department of Home
Economics atMurray State, flagged me
down on campus the day after the column
on Casper appeared to tell me he had
ticketed her, too.
"Why,I wasn't gone but a few seconds!"
she exclaimed. "I had pulled up in front of
Holland Drugs and run in there just for a
minute. I didn't even turn off the engine.
But when I came out,it couldn't been more
than a minute, there was a ticket on the
windshield. There wasn't an officer in
sight! It had to be Casper!"
+++++
A few days later, Max Hurt, just back
from visiting around in Ohio, echoed
Aline's woes, but he took sort of an efficiency expert's view of the situation.
"I've gotten a ticket every day this
week," he said to me the other day at
Rotary. "A couple of times, too, I wasn't
away from my care more than a few
minutes. It must have been Casper who
wrote the tickets, because I never did see
anyone around."
Max, who is a retired vice-president of
Woodmen of The World and who knows
efficiency when he sees it, went on to
praise Casper's work in an off-handed
way. "He really did me a .big favor,
though," he said. "He also left a note
calling my attention to my state inspection
sticker which was about to expire. That
could have saved me a lot more than the 50
cents the parking ticket cost me.
-You can't help but admire Casper,
though," he went on. "Wouldn't it be
something if everyone took their job as
seriously and worked as hard at it as he

10 Years Ago
Rezina Senter, bead of the Library
Science Department, Murray State
College, will serve as president of the
Kentucky Library Association for the
coming year.
G. E. (Ebb) Armstrong ofELynn Grove
Route One died yesterday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Murray Civitan Club has started its
annual sale of fruit cakes.
The Murray State College Jersey herd of
fifteen cows was admitted to the "Ten
Thousand Pounds of Milk and-or Five
Hundred Pounds of Fat Club" of the
Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club at the
meeting held at Harrodsburg.
Lucy and Hollie Alderdice were installed
as worthy matron and worthy patron of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star at the meeting held at the
Masonic Hall.

while I had it on my mind," he said.
"I saw one in front of the National Store,
but the closest I could park to it was in
front of Corn-Austin. I pulled in there, got
out, walked down to the collection box—it
couldn't been more than 100 feet—and
dropped the half-dollar in the envelope
through the slot.
"Then I went right back to my car, and
Some changes were automatically trigthere on the windshield was another
gered by the passage of the judicial reform
(blankety-blank) parking ticket. Now
amendment. Others are left up to the next
that's getting a bit ridiculous!" he exsession of the Legislature to implement.
claimed, giving his shoe string a final
angry jerk.
At the highest level, the present Court of
Appeals will automatically become the new
"I never saw a soul, on the sidewalk or
Supreme Court. When this happens in Janunear my car! I guess I just can't win for
ary, the court will elect one of its number to
losing."
become the Chief Justice of the Common+++++
wealth.
Like Max,I've concluded that Casper is
He will be the chief administrative offidoing what John Ed hired him to do, and
cer of the entire judicial system or Court of
I've run up the white flag. No longer am I
Justice as it will be called.
trying to beat him. I don't believe you can.
At the second level, the Court of Appeals,
Aline says she just keeps an extra nickel
the changes will come more slowly. The
on the dashboard.I've got a sack full under
Total cash donations to the Murray
amendment decrees that this court shall
the seat. John would be better off to do the Hospital Drive have not totalled almost begin in January, 1976, but some other
same. It's cheaper than high blood 8,000, according to a news release by Mrs.
things must happen first.
In January of 1978 all of the functions of
pressure.
H. T. Waldrop, president of the Murray
A Judicial Nominating Commission
the county, quarterly, police and magis+++++
Hospital Auxiliary which is sponsored by
must first be established which will present
trate's courts will be consolidated in the DisGus Robertson, Jr., has laid claim to the the Murray Woman's Club. The money
three names to the governor for each positrict Court.
distinction of having raised the largest raised will be used to buy modern
tion on the 14-member court. That commiswatermelon in Calloway County this year. equipment and provide funds for much
There will be a Judicial District for each
sion will be composed of the Chief Justice,
"It was so big," he boasted the other day needed painting, plastering, and other
Circuit Court District and District Court will
two members elected by the bar, and four
be held in each county. The District Courts
at church, of all places,"it took two men to "pair work.
appointed by the governor.
will not come into operation until January,
thump it!"
Leonard Wood is pictured with part of
The judges thus appointed will serve
1978. Judges will be elected the preceding
+++++
his opening day bag he got on Kentucky
until the next election, when they will be
November.
It was good to see Gene Tarry back in Lake on November 7. Wood shot four geese
elected to an eight-year term.
Until that time, the present local court
our Sunday School class the other day, but and three ducks within thirty minutes
This expansion of the appellate sections
system will continue to operate as it is at
we were sorry to hear a couple of days time.
of the Court of Justice is an attempt to
present, except that the judicial functions of
later that he had gone back into the
Douglas High beat Franklin 26 to 0 in a
spread the load of the current Court of
all the lower courts will be under the superhospital again. Gene was our class football game last week and will meet
Appeals and to give the highest court an
vision of the Court of Justice.
president when he suffered a jolting heart Hopkirisville this weekend.
opportunity to reflect upon and direct the
attack August 25. he spent 21 days in the
Rev. Paul T. Lyles was speaker at the
have
to
make
a
Legislature
will
The
1976
changing nature of Kentucky law.
hospital before they let him go home to meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Court of
about
the
decisions
many
great
TQ that end the new Court of Appeals will
Panorama Shores.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bell and children
Justice. Salaries must be established for the
be split into panels of three or more judges.
Then last week after coming to church
must
be
system
of Buffalo, N. Y., will arrive Sunday for a
for
the
a
budget
judges
and
These subdivisions of the court will sit in a
on Sunday he went to Paducah to attend a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
funded. Space must be provided for the new
variety of locations, yet to be determined,
birthday party for his son, began to feel ill Fleetwood Crouch.
Courts.
District
Appeals
and
the
of
Court
throughout the state.
does!"
and back into the hospital he went. His
District Court boundaries must be set. And
Changes at the level of the Circuit Court
++++
walk from the car into our class and back
regulations for the nonpartisan election of
are the least noticeable of any in the system.
Then came John Irvan, the tobacco
out to his car on Oct. 28 was the farthest he
judges must be established.
will
conjudges
of
the
Circuit
Court
The 86
buyer who lives on North 10th. John, it
had walked at one time since he was
tinue to be the court of girst appearance in
Chief Justice Scott Reed pretty well sumseems, can't win for losing when it comes
stricken.
most cases as they are under the present
med up what Kentuckians did Tuesday at
to getting along with Casper. The other
A former government tobacco grader,
/iv The 4xxem.forefl Pre.
system.
the polls and what they are in for over the
day while putting on his golf shoes for
Gene
retired about a year ago and was
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 11, the 315th day
next MVO years:
In the past, circuit judges have been
another crack at the wallets of Heron
spreading straw on a newly landscaped of 19'75. There are 50 days left in the year.
elected to six-year terms. With the passage
"This is the single most important event
West, Jim Payne and L. K. Pinkiey at the
bank near their lakeside home when he
Today's highlight in history:
of tie amendment,the term of circuit judges
in my lifetime—a model for the .nation. I
Murray
Country Club, he sobbed out his
became ill.
On this date in 1918, World War I ended
beginning in .3anuary will automatically be
hope they (the people) don't expect miracles
story.
++++
with
the signing of an armistice in Marshal
eight years.
overnight, but you're not enacting changes
He had picked up a meter violation
Add to your list of lookalikes: June Foch's railway car in the forest of ComThe greatest change, perhaps, comes at
for six months, you're enacting them for a
ticket one day while downtown and was
Robertson, whose husband, Mike, directs piegne, France.
the lowest level of the courts.
Iifetime."
about to head for home when he rememthe Baptist Student Center just across
On this date:
bered it. "I figured I had better put 50
North 15th Street from the Murray State
In 1620, the Pilgrims signed a compact
cents in the envelope and drop it in one of
campus, and Liza Minelli, the actress.
aboard the Mayflower while anchored off
those collection boxes on a meter pole
Cape Cod.
In 1851, the first patent for a telescope
Letter To The Editor
was issued to Alvin Clark of Cambridge,
Mass.
FROM THE
By JOE CRUMP
In 1889, Washington was admitted to the
Union as the 42nd state.
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
In 1921, the Wash. Disarmament ConReview the Cossgressiossa4 Record Daily)
ference convened.
informed by immediate neighbors of my
Dear Editor:
In 1933, the first of the great dust storms
course of the investigation of the Central as their first and only loyalty. Some 51 of
SOVIET INFILTRATION
plans and asked them to please tell me if
Intelligence Agency by the Rockerfeller us have directed a letter to Senator Church
Referring to "Letters to the Editor," my radio ever interferred with their T. V.s of the 1930's swept acrossNorth Dakota.
OF SENATE STAFFS?
In 1942, in World War II, the Germans
Commission, evidence of Soviet in- asking him to look into this matter in order November 10, 1975 in which Sandra K. or radios. I have received no complaints.
/
occupied all of France.
•
REP.LARRY MeDONALD (Ga.) "...All filtration on some seven to nine Senate that we and the American people may be Beaman alleges television and radio inwill
provide
the
editor
Beirman
If Mrs.
Ten years ago: The white government of
of us take an oath to support and uphold staffs had come to light. The Vice saitisfied that the U. S. Senate is not a KBG terference caused by a citizens Band
of this newspaper with her address and-or
the Constitution of the United States when President had promised him that this haven.
Radio, I want to assure Mrs. Beirman that telephone number, I will be happy to Rhodesia declared its independence from
we are sworn in. In a little more per- information would be in the final report.
"Based upon what is found, it is my it is riot my purpose to interfer in any way discuss arrangements that will be Britain, and London denounced the
functory way, the members of our per- This information did not appear and the thinking and hope
unilatral move as rebellion and treason
that of my colleagues, with the T. V. or radio viewing of any one satisfactory to both of us.
sonal staffs as well as other House em- Vice President subsequently revealed that that this House
Five years ago: General Motors and the
of
my
neighbors.
ought to consider a similar
Sincerely,
ployees take the same oath. We also swear it had been deleted from the final report at investigation,
United Auto Workers Union reached tenBefore purchasing my CB equipment, I
if it appears to be
•'PopEye"
to defend this country against enemies. the insistence of someone near the warrented..."
tative agreement on a new three-year conNow, unfortunately, this may have President.
tract, raising hope that the end of a long
++++++
Consumers Comments
become a rather routine sort of thing such
strike was near.
"Senator Goldwater, I am told is con- CRUMP'S GRASS
as the singing of "The Star-Spangled cerned about this matter and intends to ROOTS COMMENT
One year ago: The United Nations was
Banner" before the ball game starts, but raise it with Senator Church's committee
under tight security as representatives of
Senator Goldwater should identify the
the oath remains.
the Palestinian Liberation Movement flew
which is investigating the CIA. I think this "someone near the President" who
in"As some of you are aware, a few weeks is both fitting and proper.
to New York to argue their case before the
sisted that the information regarding the
By Ed W. Hancock
deleted.
ago Senator Goldwater revealed on the
U.N.
"Perhaps the House of Representatives infiltration should be "deleted" from
the
In situations where the credit bureau
Attorney General
Martin Agronsky show, that night, hosted needs to look to its own skirts to see final report.
Today's birthdays: Former First Lady
Otherwise, the word
by John Lofton, Vice President whether or not they are clean. House "someone" can only
Almost all consumers have a credit investigation does not solve the dispute, Mamie Eisenhower is 79 years old.
be labeled a "weasel
Rockefeller had informed him that in the employees should have the United States word."
report on file at one or more credit the consumer can file a brief statement of Comedian Jonathan Winters is 50.
bureaus. This information may be used by about 100 words clarifying his side of the
Thought for today: Delays have
credit grantors, insurance companies, question. This report must be included in dangerous ends -- William Shakespeare,
prospective and present employers, and any future credit reports that the bureau 1564-1616.
gives. The consumer may request
collection agencies.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
Credit bureaus compile information on distribution of this report or notice of the years ago today, Conn. assured the Conthe consumer including job history, ad- deletion of an incorrect item to any person tinental Congress that although the state
dress changes, marital status, and social that has received employment reports had legal rights to certain disputed lands
security number. Also, material regarding within the past two years and all others in Penn., it desired only a peaceful,
credit history, credit experiences, and who have received a credit report in the equitable solution of the controversy.
public record information deemed im- Last six months.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act further
BLASINGAME
portant is compiled.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M D
One example of how this information states that the consumer cannot be
may be used is when a consumer applies charged for a review of his credit file if he
An increasing number of pregThe babies born to the trained menstruation or migraine ment of acne by diet is un- for credit. The bank or business contacts has been denied credit within the last 30
nant women are using biofeed- and the untrained mothers were headaches
satisfactory No accurate evi- the credit bureau to investigate the con- days because of the credit bureau report or
back(BFB)to shorten their labor comparable and showed no sig- Training rewires a monitor, dence shows that any food has a sumer's credit history. Thus, it's im- has received notice from a collection
And the whole multitude sought
and to reduce their need of nificant differences.
which is fairly expensive(priced direct influence on acne, even portant that the consumer report is correct agency affiliated with the credit bureau.
But the credit bureau may charge a to touch him: for there went
drugs during that time and at
The effects from biofeedback at about $500) One may be though chocolate, peanuts, milk, and up-to-date.
the delivery of their babies
apparently are the result prin- available through leasing. If the fried foods and others have been
The Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act reasonable amount for the consumer in- virtue out of him, and healed them
According to one study, labor cipally of relaxation.
monitor can be shared with condemned. Eat a balanced diet protects the consumer's right to have fair, terview if these events have not occurred. all.
time in biofeedback women who
others,the cost is less per person. and avoid any particular food impartial, and complete information on
If you have a consumer complaint, write
Jesus once said, "All power is
According to Robert Gregg, BFB usually is practiced for which regularly appears to
had had previous deliveries was
to the Attorney General's Division of
give file
given
unto me." He wisely used
4.1 hours compared to 87 hours M D., clinical professor of about 30 minutes at a time,twice you any skin trouble
Consumer
Protection,
The
Capitol,
Room
the
consumer
may
Under this law
that
power
to help others. Have
for controls In women pregnant obstetrics and gynecology at daily, for fo*ll. to six weeks. After
review his credit file at any time by either 34, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601, or call the
for the first time, the biofeed- Loma Linda (California) Univer- a training period with the moni- (4.-. Mrs. N N' wants to know if visiting the credit bureau or making a toll-free Consumer Hotline: 1-800-372-2980. you allowed Him to touch you?
back patients labored for 4.9 sity, BFB can be a valuable ad- tor for several weeks, certain black persons have as many skin telephone call preceded by a written
hours, while those without the junct to other methods of pre- persons are able to relax without cancers as white persons and
request. To protect the confidentiality of
BFB training averaged 10.5 paration for childbirth, as re- it
whether blacks have cancers
the records the consumer is required to
ported
in
Medical
World
News
hours.
from black moles.
furnish proper identification. Then, the
Medication was given only on Dr. Gregg commented, "I think If you have an interest in trycredit bureau representative must review
childbirth
The Murray ledger S Times is published
is
a
perfect
applicacarriers. 52 25 per month payable •n advance
for
any
ing biofeedback
request during labor, and the
A. Skin cancers in black per
By moil on Calloway County and to Benton Hoc
medicine requested was signifi- tion for biofeedback_ .. She can medically related condition, you sons are much less common than the credit record explaining the in- every afternoon except Sundays July 4 Chris,
mas Day. New Year Day and Thanksgiving by
din, Mayfield Sedolio end Farmington Ky ond
imilation to the consumer.
cantly less in those women who enter labor confident she'll be should discuss the matter with in white. Malignant
Murray Nowspop•cs, Inc
103 N 4th St ,
Parrs Buchanan and Purveor Tenn S 12 SO per
melanomas
Jj there is a question about any item in ,Murrsly,y...
your physician and follow his adhad biofeedback preparation, able to relax.
, 4207j
yew r.„By moll to other des lino4sogs._S2r2-5PSE
,
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-oredit
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-is
Beofeedback
is
-conisieresi by vice_
— •' •
•
the -difference being' greater
Second Cia-s; '
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who
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Member of Associated Press KenturIty Press
may
arise
in
the
sole
of
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the
and,
addition
to
of
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inin
labor,
period
time.
If
reasonable
Q Miss J.L. asks about a diet
vious pregnancies than in those
Association and Southern N•wspoper •
where
may
irritation
find some application in that can help acne
from fri(-n,)n formation is found to be inaccurate or can
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In nreos served by
Publishers Association
women pregnant for the first
certain women who have painful
A Unfortunately, the treat- may he a contributing factor
time
no longer be verified, the item must be
Now that Kentuckians have taken the
first giant step of approving the moclernizalion of the court system, they can expect a
process of change which will stretch over
more than two years.
Some of the changes will come as soon as
January of next year. Others will be delayed
until 1978.
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The Hungry Bear

5th day
year.

The Hungry Bear also features its Bar-Be-Que.
Delicious plate lunches are also available
anytime. in weekly specials, there are usually
four to five meats to choose from and seven to
ten different vegetables to select from.

I ended
4arsluil
Com-

ompact
ored off

The Hungry Bear invites you and your family to
dine with them. The bears are well fed but there
is plenty of delicious food awaiting you.

lescope
'bridge,

Sti

The Hungry Bear Restaurant is for people who
have a -hungry bear" appetite. Family owned and
operated, the Hungry Bear has a large menu that
offers a wide variety of delicious meals for you
and your family.
Specializing in omelettes, the Hungry Bear
makes omelettes to order, there is no end to the
possible different kinds This is also true for
breakfast-again made to order.

The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets
Ham &

Cheese • Bacon - Sausage

1409 Math St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a week

Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
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Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar.

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-Chicken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon

*.e:Alzikk %wiz
.753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood

Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads. Desserts

•Fish *Seafood *Steak elobster *Chicken
Try Our New Rib Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To Your Order

Private Breakfast, luncheons, Dinners
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Friday Special

Fine Italian Foods

All the Catfish with
all the trimmings

Luncheon and dinner service.
Private dining rooms

"There's More to like at Burger Chef"

by

roservotion.

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.

All you con eat

Free Homemade ice cream with this special order

Rudy's Restaurant
Court • uare

753-1t32

sought
went
.41 them

)wer is
ly used
,. Have
you?

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Om menu THURSDAY • Chinese (hot Stmt. Tug Too Yung Sweet and Sour Pori.
Baked Ham. FRIDAY: Italian Baked lasagna, Italian Spaghetti. White Fish, Cal
Fish SATURDAY- HeSiCdfl Encheladc and Tacos, Swiss Steak SUNDAY Roast
Beet as nis. Chicken Breast Roll nos EVERYDAY. Spanish Omelette All Dinners
served with Relish Tray, Bean Soup and Home Made Bread with every Dinner!
Betty and Bill

ies

Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8

• n odvance
lenton Mar
On Ky ond
S 12 50 per

_SW-44w

rtutit y Press
Yeiwspoper
'
041

Yes We Can Really Please
507 N.12th
753-6025

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740

Cooked lust the

Way You Like Them

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
Phone 753-8488
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Laker Girls Open
At Home Thursday
Lanier calls her one of the junior forward. She was the lot of kids who are tough on the
fastest girls in the Region and leading scorer last season. press. If we have weakness, it
an outstanding rebounder.
A good rebounder and a good will be the lack of height,"
Becky lines is a 5-2 senior shooter, Marilyn and her twin Lanier said.
guard. "If we have a leader, sister "Critter" will give the
The tallest player on the team
she's it," Lanier said."She is an Lakers two of the top forwards is 5-8 junior center Lois Wilkins
outstanding ballhiuidler, tough in the Region. "Critter" is also and she will be seeing a lot of
on the press and very quick." 5-6 and is probably the top action this year. She too is very
Susie Imes is a 5-2 sophomore. shooter on the club.
tough under the basket.
Lanier
says she might be the
The obvious strength will be
season,
the
Lakers
ran
Also expected to play a lot are
-Last
Regina Cook, who played much
up a 6-12 record but developed best defensive player on the depth.
"We have 15 people on the last season as a reserve guard,
by late season into a very good team. She is also very quick and
scores a lot on the fastbreak. club and everyone can play. We and Rose Ross, a highly-touted
club.
Marilyn McKenzie is a 5-6 have a lot of good shooters and a freshman who paced East
—The Lakers will return all
and
only
Elementary to the County
season
starts
this
five
basting
Fuitoa
County. Members of tile
TO OPEN SEASON—The Calloway Camay girrs hsskst
tem wiN oposi its tosses Thursday by
Championship last year.
one is a senior, meaning that the
team ore, top row, loft to right Milieus Thom, Kathy Callous, Susie Imes, FAarilya McKenzie, Facia Pinner, "Critter" McKenzie, Becky
Besides Ross, there are three
program is nothing but bright
Imes, Regina Cook awd Ross Ross. Pivot row, Stophook Wyatt, Carol Cooper, Renee Overbey, Coach David Lanier, Mimi Winchester, Lois
other fine freshman guards
for the future.
Watkins, Lisa Rogers and Diem Lawroaco, marsoger.
Including Renee Overbey, Mimi
—Overall, there is probably
(Ste Motto by Milte Dreeke)
Winchester and Carol Cooper,
no team in the First Region that
who also plays as a forward.
can match the Lakers in speed.
The first test for the Calloway By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Cal. Two from that crowd also The other freshman on the team
County girls will come Thurare Sugar Bowl possibilities, is Stephanie Wyatt, who was the
AP Sports Writer
sday at 7:45 p. m. when the
along
with the loser of the Nov. mainstay last year of a fine
Now that the National ColleNorth girl's team.
Lakers host Fulton County. giate Athletic Association has 28 Texas-Texas A&M game.
Reserve forwards include
Also, at 6:30 p. m. the freshmen reinstated its restriction on
Gator: Florida, Georgia,
Lisa
Rogers, Kathy Calhoun,
boys will play the Pilots.
bowl invitations, very few bids Maryland, North Carolina
It was a slow start last year are likely to be handed out at State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Melessa Thorne and Cooper.
Lanier said he expects
but toward the end of the the first opportunity anyway. Penn State, Texas, Texas A&M.
season, the Lakers defeated
The respective bowl com- Liberty: Arkansas, Califor- Carlisle County, Sedalia and
Trigg County twice and upset mittees will fan out to college nia, Georgia, Georgia Tech, Paducah Tilghman to be among
arch-rival Murray High. The football games across the coun- Missouri, Navy, Oklahoma, the top teams in the Region.
As for his own team, the
Lakers went on to take second
instead of Southern Cal, Tennessee,
amounting to about 13 games stick, impairing Boucha's vi- in the District before being try Saturday. But
Laker
coach said: "If we don't
burgh Penguins.
By BRUCE LOW1TT
bearing invitations, in most UCLA.
win several more than half our
AP Sports Writer
It was the second time this apiece. And Green was ac- sion. Forbes was tried for as- beaten in the Regional by cases they'll be traveling empPlayers in the National Hock- season Mcllhargy has led the quitted of assault charges in sault in Minnesota and, after highly-regarded Sedalia.
Astro-Bluebonnet
Bowl: games, I won't be very happy."
ty-handed.
the jury failed to agree on a
But with the speed, the press,
ey League skate with one eye charge off the Philadelphia civil court.
Here is a capsule look at each
"We're looking at the same
However,
one
week
later
Last year, Boston's Dave verdict, the charges were of the starting five:
the experience and hustle of his
on the opposition and one on bench. Yet the suspension was
teams
most
of
the
other
bowls
there may be a stampede to
Forbes clobbered
Henry dropped. Campbell's action: a
the local civil codes. The Phila- a mere slap on the wrist.
Felicia Pinner is a 5-6 line up the best possible post- are looking at," according to team, Lanier should be smiling
with
a
Boucha
of
Minnesota
10-game
suspension.
delphia Flyers skate part of the Campbell has the power to
Weldon Humble, chairman of by late season.
sophomore center. Coach David season attractions.
time and wreak havoc the rest suspend players for lengthy pethe selection committee. The
COUNTY
Like the Big Eight champion- Bluebonnet would love to have GIRLSGALLOWAY
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
riods of time — conceivably
of it.
1975-76
ship
between
Nebraska
and
OkAnd amid growing violence in even banning them from the
the Southwest Conference runlahoma on Nov. 22, with the ner-up against Colorado.
Nov 13-Fulton Co
.Home
the NHL, violence that threat- league for life for a particular20-Futton City
Away
winner going to the Orange
ens to give the sport the credi- ly abhorrent act. He also has
24-Ballard 06. :,-Nome
Bowl; the Southwest ConferFiesta: Colorado, Florida, Dec. 4-Rsidland
Away
bility of roller derby or profes- the power to clamp down on
Nome
9-Marshali Co
ence race to determine whether Georgia, Maryland, Missouri,
sional wrestling, President teams which violate the laws of
15-Trigg Co
Away
Texas A&M,Texas or Arkansas North Carolina State, Notre
18-Reidland .............- Home
Clarence Campbell appears un- the league.
Away
will be the host team in the Dame, Southern Cal, Texas, Jan 8-Fulton Co.
willing — or unable — to use Yet he has taken only the
15-Marshall Co
Away
Cotton
Bowl,
and
the
Big
Ten
Texas
A&M,
UCLA.
26-Murray
Nome
most lenient measures.
the police powers he has.
26-Lone Oak
Away
( Ohio State-Michigan) and PaThe Flyers, known as the So it was recently when Dan
Feb. 2-FullonCtty
.Home
California,
Arkansas,
Sun:
cific-8
scrambles
to
decide
7-Til9hman
"Broad Street Bullies" partly Maloney of the Detroit Red
Mary
Home9Away
-St.
which also-rans will be grabbed Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
because of their physical game Wings attacked and adminis16-Ballard
Away
Kansas, Maryland, Missouri,
by
someone
other
than
the
19
-Murray
Away
tered
a
concussion
but more so because of the
to Brian
23-Trigg Co.
..Horne
North Carolina State, Penn
Rase Bowl.
goon-squad tactics they occa- Glennie of the Toronto Maple
Out in Pasadena, the Rose State, Pitt, Texas A&M, UCLA.
Heed.Coach - David Lanier
sionally employ, triggered an- Leafs.
Bowl
is sitting pretty. They
other brouhaha Sunday night ir In the minds of Ontario civil
don't have to scout anyone
authorities, the assault was so
Philadelphia.
since
they automatically get
Defenseman Jack McIlhargey blatant they leveled assault
the Big Ten and Pac-8 champs.
received an automatic one- charges against Maloney. It
White
No.
The other bowls are considgame suspension Monday after was the third time in the NHL's
Red
.
Name
Clem
Bt. Pos.
ering the following teams:
No.
leading one of Philadelphia's history — and the third in the
Kathy
Callum
Senior
II"
F
25
25
Orange: Big Eight champion
patented
bench-clearing history of all pro team sports
Cook
Senicr
51" G 14 14
(
Nebraska
or
Oklahoma)
vs.
Imes
Senior
—
that
local
charges that resulted in a
authorities took
5'2" G 13 13
SENIOR BAND MEMBERS—Senior bond members and malorettes making final apqmartisces last Friday inLisa Rogers
Senior
5'5" F 15 15
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
lengthy brawl with the Pitts- matters into their own hands.
Marilyn Mckenzie
Junior
51" F 21 21
cluded Bill Bailey, Tammy Curd, Debbie Cunningham, Robert Underwood, Merle Daniel, Delusions Steely,
Michigan, Notre Dame, Ohio
Patricia McKenzie
Junior
As the years pass, Campbell
51" F 30 M
Berbera Blivin, Lines Rodman, Brenda Hough, Sheila Foster, John Gallagher, David Nall, Kirk Johnson, lise
Lois Wilkins
Junior
51" C 32 23
seems to be mellowing. In 1955,
Sagan /nise
Sophomore
51" G 11 11
State, Penn State, Southern
Sign Rookie
Felecia Pinner
Maurice Richard, the superstar McReynolds, Sharon McConnell, Tommy Pasco, Terri Rice, Beth Richards*. and Nem Shvffett.
Sophomore
51" C 10 10
California, Texas, Texas A&M.
Melees* Thorne
Masts
by
lorry
Drew)
Sophomore
Muff
5'4"
F 34 34
of the Montreal Canadiens, got
Carol
Cooper
Freiman
5'5" F 31 31
Cotton: Southwest Conference
CLEVELAND (AP) — The into a
Ranee Overbuy
fight with Boston's Hal
Frahm=
51" G 13 12
champ vs. Alabama, Michigan,
Cleveland Nets of World Team Laycoe. As the
Rose Rosa
Freihman
5'4" G 22 12
fight was being
Mary Ann Winchester
Freshman
51" G 31 33
Nebraska, Notre Dame, Ohio
Tennis have announced the broken up,
Wyatt
Richard punched a
Freshmen
51** C 32 M
State, Penn State, Southern
signing of Rayni Fox, a rookie linesman. Campbell
.Diana Lawrence.lainagbr
suspended
last season with the WIT Richard for the
remaining few
)
1101
\
111
,
champion Pittsburgh Triangles. games of the
11011110\WIllIk11\111.11\111.1kW1kIIMINOVIIMAIWIIIMIWILIMILWIIMV
regular season
•
Joe Zingale, owner and presi- and for the entire
•
playoffs as
dent of the Nets, said Monday well.
that his team had traded Sue More recently, though, Camp• Slap to the Triangles for the bell's responses to violence
rights to Miss Fox's contract. have been
I
softer. In 1969,
TENNIS .
. Wayne Maki of St. Louis and
1
EDINBURGH, Scotland, — Ted Green of Boston got into a
Defending cham4ion Jimmy stick fight in Ottawa that reConnors defeated Poland's suited in a skull fracture and
' Wojicek Fibak 6-2, 7-6 in a first- brain damage which nearly
FINAL APPEARANCES—The Murray High senior football players and sealer cheerleaders sesde their final
round match in the Dewars Cup killed Green.
performance
of the season lest Friday when the Tigers defeated Todd Central 42-22. Sootier cheerleaders
Both
Maki
and
Green
were
Tennis Championship.
1
given 30-day suspensions, include Karen Allbritton, Beverly Barnett, Cindy Gould, Becky Gould, Allyson Holt end Linda Ransom.
Senior football players include Keith Tubers, Todd Harrison, Robbie Hibbard, Pawl Robertson, Lindy Salter,
1
Kenny Adams, Tony Boone, Tony Thurmond, Bo McDougal, Mike Stephenson, David Neffsinger, Pat McMillen and Sam Chadwick. Also a senior is manager Greg Thompson.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If you could pick one word to
sum up the girl's basketball
program at Calloway County
High School, you would look in
he dictonary under "o" and
stop when you came to -op-

Few Bowl Bids Likely
To Be Given Quickly

An AP Sports Analysis: Violence In Hockey

NHL President Isn't
Using All His Powers
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Lakers Girls Roster
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Flying Service
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liturray-Calloway Count/ Airport

Multi & Single Engine Instrument
Rated Pilots
'Flight Training
'Air Ambulance

489-24H

'Air Freight 8c Cargo *Aircraft Rentals
*Charter Service
'Air Taxi

"Ids" WI haler

or
jail" Per"'

489-272

We are pleased to announce the employment of Dan Fain to our service department. Dan has had many years experience
as a mechanic, and we are pleased to have
him back with us. He will be working Mondays, Thursdays & Fridays.
Dan and his wife Carolyn live in the Lynn
Grove Community.
We invite Dan's friends and past
customers to come by and welcome him
back.
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(Stuff Fbet• by Derry Drew)

Jimmy Connors In Danger Of
Losing His Top Tennis Ranking
STOCKHOLM(AP)— Jimmy
Connors, brash and aggressive
in victory, is mellowing in defeat.
Connors, in danger of losing
his status as the world's No. 1
ranked tennis player, has been
beaten in the finals of four major tournaments this season.
His latest defeat came Sunday
in the $100,000 Stockholm Open
where he was surprised by Adrialio Panatta, an Italian clay
court specialist, 4-6, 6-3, 7-5.
If I'd lost this match three
or four years ago I probably
would have demolished the
Royal Tennis Hall in a fit of
rage," said Connors. -I've always hated to lose and I still
hate to lose more than anything
else.
"No other tennis player is so
proud and takes such care of
his self-esteem as I do. But I'm
not a bad boy anymore. I'm
more mature and I know that
every player wins and loses."
- Connors has had a pretty
good year by most standards
but compared to his awesome
1974 campaign, it's been aAdisiFicoiraing season. Ile lost to
John Newcombe in the finals of
the
Australian
Open
in

i

I
•

tournaments on the independent
January. He lost to Arthur players circuit and then a chalI
Ashe in the finals at Wimbledon
•
lenge match against Arthur
in July. He lost to Manuel
Ashe in Las Vegas in February.
Orantes of Spain in the finals at
He may play World Team Tenthe U.S. Open in September
nis during the summer.
1
And then he dropped SunBut his next stop is this
day's match to the unheralded week's
tournament
in
Panatta, who wasn't expected Edinburgh, Scotland.
to make it through the quarter"I'm going to win that tourfinals.
1
ruunent whatever happens,"
"To be frank, I thought I
said Connors. "Yes, I can guarwould beat Panatta, but maybe
antee a victory. The feeling to
I underestimated him a bit,"
win can never be compared
admitted the 23-year-old cwith the feeling you experience
nors. "But I loved that match after
a defeat."
although I lost it because I
gave everything. I could I
Unsold Sidelined
have played better. He vas just
!ANDOVER, Md. ( AP) —
too good for me."
Center Wes Unseld of the
Despite his much-publicized Washington Bullets will not
setbacks, Connors has managed
the trip with the team to
more than his share of victories make
When it comes time for special occasions ... wear
tonight's game bethis season, having won 10 tour- Buffalo for
something
out of the ordinaryl Our
cause he has developed fluid on
1
naments
0
all the correct'
the
National
current
styles ...we havecollection0
knee,
Hasoffers
you
left
"I've only lost six matches in his
Association club said
too.
ketball
accessories
rentals.
16 tournaments this year, hc
$
said. "But you can't win them Monday.
said it is the
spokesman
A
all. Nowadays, everyone just
which he underdoesn't play his best, but better same knee on
just prior to the
surgery
went
than his best to beat me, I alseason. "He has had the :
ways have to.givesomething ig74-75
same trouble on occasion bernast€c:hire
$
extra to_win"
Mew 7S13242. . .
ZitIa. ISIII St.
said:
Connors is still working on "Tor ,* 'the aPoirearnan•
(Nest to Wallace Book Slam)
found that the best
his schedule for next year. He "They have
I
--/
_
treat it is for him to
to
way
said he plans to play three
11111011611111.1\1\11111MILIWILWILILIIMMAILNIMILIIIIIIIIIVIVIIVILMIVILWILIIVIIIVILIIG
rest it a couple of days"
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Revived Chiefs Slap
Dallas Cowboys 34-31

Buckeyes Keep Lead
In College Ratings
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By The Associated Press
That Ohio State is still the
No. I college football team in
the nation isn't exactly a shocker..It's who's chasing the Buckeyes that makes the news.
It's not Oklahoma, that's for
sure. Fate, hard luck, time ...
call it what you wish ... finally
caught up with the defending
national champion Sooners last
Saturday and dropped them
from the runner-up role.
Now it's the Nebraska Cornhuskers who own second place.
And what was a tight battle for
first place in The Associated
Press poll has become a comfortable cushion for Ohio State.
A week ago, Coach Woody
Hayes' troops held a slender 49point edge over Oklahoma in
the balloting. Now,owning 49 of
the 58 first-place votes cast by
the nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters and a
holding total of 1,138 points, the

NBA Votes To Reduce
Fine Against Hawks
NEW YORK t AP) — It
hasn't been the most successful
year for the Hawks, but there
was good news Monday.
The National Basketball Association's Board of Governors
voted to reduce by $150,000 a
fine levied against the Hawks
for signing Julius Erving.
Atlanta signed the star forward three years ago, ignoring
the fact that he was drafted by
the Milwaukee Bucks. Erving
played two exhibition games
with the club in 1972 but eventually wound up with the New
York Nets of the American
A true account of one of
incredible journeys
history.
American
in
A 11111J1 mow
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ceiving 721 votes. Alabama's
Crimson Tide had to struggle
before downing Louisiana State
73-10 and stayed fifth m the balloting with 687 votes.
Oklahoma was next with 621,
followed by Texas, remaining
in seventh with 605; Arizona
State up two places to eighth
with 393; Notre Dame up three
spots to ninth with 252, and Colorado up four notches to round
up the Top Ten with M.
Penn State fell out of the Top
Ten, starting off the Second
Ten with 214 points following its
15-14 upset loss to North Carolina State. Arizona's Wildcats
knocked off San Diego State's
previously unbeaten Aztecs and
climbed from ninth to 13th with
206 points.
Southern California got a new
head coach for next season in
John Robinson. But the Trojans, with John McKay still at
the helm, lost for the second
straight week, falling to Stanford and falling from ninth to
13th with 186 points.
Rounding out the Top KO were
Florida, down from llth 14th
with 111 points; California, up
from 18th to 15th with 107;
Basketball Association.
Miami of Ohio up from 17th to
Last June, the Board lowered 16th with 88; new-entry Kansas
the boom on the Hawks, ruling 17th with 56; Missouri up one
they had to pay the league spot to 18th with 53; UCLA, re$250,000 and the Bucks $150,000, joining the Top Twenty in 19th
in addition to surrendering with 50 points after a one-week
their two second-round draft absence from the poll, and
choices next year to Mil- Georgia, another first-timer
waukee. The Board also said this season with 47 points for
that if Erving ever joins the 20th.
NBA, he must go with Mil- San Diego State, 13th a week
waukee.
ago, Maryland, 16th last week,
and Pitt, 20th in the previous
But the Hawks, who lost both balloting, fell out of the Top
their top draft choices David Twenty.
Thompson and Marvin Webster
The AP Top Twenty
— to the ABA, have been sufBy The Associated Press
fering at the gate, so the Board
decided they only have to pay Here are the Top Twenty
the league $100,410 instead of teams in The Associated Press
8250,000.
college football poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses, seaThe Board talked at length son records and total points.
about the applications sub- Points based on 20-18-16-14-12mitted by the nine ABA clubs 10-9-8-7-6
etc.:
who want to join to the NBA 1.0hio St. (49)
9-0-0 1,138
but didn't make any decisions, 2.Nebraska (8) 9-0-0 1,054
and NBA Commissioner Larry 3.Texas A&M (1) 8-0-0
875
O'Brien said there probably
721
7-0-2
4.Michigan
won't be any made for a while.
687
8-1-0
5.Alabema
621
8-1-0
The Nets and Denver applied 6.0klahoma
605
8-1-0
for membership in the NBA in 7.Texas
393
9-0-0
September and everyone else 8.Arizona St.
252
7-2-0
joined them in October. The 9.Not3-e Dame
223
7-2-0
major stumbling block in any 10.Colorado
214
8-2-0
such unofficial merger is a law- 11.Penn St.
206
7-1-0
suit filed by the NBA Players 12.Arizona
7-2-0
Association. The case is still 13.S. Calif.
186
7-2-0
111
pending but Judge Robert Car- 14.FIccida
107
6-3-0
ter, presiding in Southern Dis- 15.Calif.
88
8-1-0
trict Court of New York, has is- 16.Miami, 0.
6-3-0
56
sued a permanent injunction to 17.Kansas
prevent any merger. The case 18.Missouri
6-3-0
53
6-2-1
is expected to be tried next 19.UCLA
50
May, at the earliest.
7-2-0
20.Georgia
47

margin over Nebraska is a
more secure 84 points.
OSU's 40-3 rout of Illinois
helped — but more help came
from Kansas' 73-3 upset of the
Sooners. That dropped Oklahoma down from second to
sixth place in the poll. And It
enabled the Jayhawks to sneak
into 17th place in the poll, the
first time all season they've
been in the Top Twenty.
Nebraska, which received
eight first-place votes and 1,054
points, nuived from third to
second by virtue of its 12-0
whitewash of Kansas State.
Texas A&M's Aggies, who received the other first-place
vote, also moved up a notch to
third with 875 points following a
36-3 romp over Southern Methodist.
Michigan's Wolverines, sixth
a week ago, clawed their way
into fourth by ripping Purdue
28-0 and, for their efforts, re-

DOTY-DAM1 Presents

Seven Alone
a DCMT-DATTOI*OE

Starts Wed.

HONORARY AWARDS — Roativhe honorary asondrerships to the
Wranglers Meg Gob in their recent awards propane wore from
loft to right, Lemma Whig, La retie Smith, Geode Underhill,
Reuben Retries& Freddie Duncan end Bessie Schroeder.

MOVES AWARD — Kevin Schroeder (right) receives the highpoint award for the sasses free Wranglers Chip president Pete
Heywood Dre award was hosed on points occosolirtod during As
year.

RI I ER
Pete H=
Gary

Jennifer.

Angels WOWS
Michael Wicker
(..t.ing Fennell

Frank ranee
Claude underbid
Kelvin Schreedir
Jr. Barrels
Kelvin Schreedir
Melissa sebroader
Women. Barrels
PhyliCer
Michael
Pony Barrels
Jill Roland
DaryI
Sr. Barrels
Jim Schroeder
Jr. Western Pleasure Kent MIND
Keith Wippr
Frank
Country Pleasure
Betty
Mark -Thelleleda
Racking Class
Daryl HUI
Kelvin Schroeder
Jr Flags
Greg rennin
Jill Rowland
Pony Flags
RichardiWesi
Craig F
Sr. Flags
IlrPtiye
Dal Oft
Melissa
Women Speed

Fox Trot

rang

Michael Mellor
Randy Qin
Daryl BIB •
Sr Speed
Jill) Set/realer
Kelvin sehremar
Jr. Speed
Defy'n Sebrander
Kelvin Schmid..
Pair Race
& GregFUeed
Pete
& Richard
Pete
Gaited Pleasure
Mirk Theemenes
Phylis Hi1Avt
Rescue Race
ge
Hugh Crass & Mdgid mid
Mu hael Widow
Pony Poles
Roseinad
K,IvIntielltresser
Jr Poles
Pony Speed

supper tonight at Jerry's

Entree. You choose from a selection of
four different main dishes every night.

Hobby 111=6
tvinny

Sr Poles

•

Vegetables. You pick any two garden
vegetables from each night's menu.

East split a pair of road
games Monday night at Big
Sandy, Tn.
The East girls lost 35-29 to Big
Sandy while the East boys
romped to a 78-30 win behind the
40-point effort of Gary Emmerson.
The girl's game had a new
twist for East as they had to
play by Tennessee rules. Each
team could use only three offensive players and each team
had three defensive players.
Coach Jim McCall said not
only was his team mixed up for

Women Gaited
Pleasure

Shar011
Berriadelo Idesadar
MAI

Apollo Bar
Red Fox
Gay Lady
Dan
Sliver Ed
little Joe
Lady
Fuzzy
Lady
Red
Doc
Prince
Doc
Blackjack
Ginger
Doc
Prince
Little Joe
Prince
Little Joe
Sonny
Red
Dolly
King
Dan
Doc
Reuel
Blackjack
Fussy
Little Joe
Lady
Lucky
Ginger
Pat
SltverTid

sincerely appreciate your vote and
will do my best to justify your confidence.
CC.Lowry
••••,-

Sow% 126 Street

FAR LAMS TRINEL AGENCY
127 Saudi 741t Street

247-12“

PAirfleid

e
4
1
/
,t

YE WEI
!tl ... i

e'r.:-:;.'

Open I a.m. to 5 p.m. Men. tire Fri.
40
:11,,
-114
,t...„,..,
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
. 4rfl IIA‘'
We Nate Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wad

iNO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
We Honor The Same Credit Cards HAIlk, Epp'
The Airlines Do! Such As.
WIS 1111•1111
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager

Hire the piece corps.
The ultimate quality of every building rests in the
hands of the men who build it. And the men who build
ours have a big advantage over those who build the
ordinary brick by brick, board by board way.
Because we build with Butler building systems.
Which means the structurals. the walls, the roof, the
doors, the windows, even the fascia treatments-all the
pieces and components of the basic finished buildingare designed to fit and work together precisely. And
to stay together.
With everything worked out in advance, the quality
of your building is assured and time consuming field
modifications are cut to the hone.
So hire the piece corps. We'll build you more than
a building, we'll build you peace of mind.

I

RESZAUR ANTS

KING
EDWARD

72

Murray Voters,

ualtifs

most of the night "but so was
the coach."
Mary Wagoner and Penny
Overbey each scored 12 points
for East while Wilson added
five. .
Emmerson, a fine shooting
guard, was practically a oneman show as he poured in 40
points and had the crowd
buzzing. Steve Barnett added 19
points in the win.
The game was never close as
East led from the opening gun.
The two East girls teams will
be in action tonight as they host
Murray Middle at 6:30 p. m.
Girl's Game
15 2 4 8-29
East
6 12 5 12-35
Big Sandy
East
29)—Wagoner 12,
Wilson 5 and Overbey 12.
Big Sandy (35)—Pearson 17,
Pierpoint 2, McDaniel 8 and
Belew 8.
Boy's Game
East
21 15 20 22-78
7 10 8 5-30
Big Sandy
East (78)—Sanders 4,- Lanmerson 40, Barnett 19, Kirks'2,
Bynum 4, Marlowe 1, Maddox 2,
Cook 4, and Stone 2.
Big Sandy (30)—Allen 2,
Peach 9, French 2, Collar 10,
Bolar 2, Finch 4 and Bryant 1.

were soaked by a rain storm.
"Fumbles just flat beat us
... I can't explain them ..
they just happen," said Dallas
Coach Tom Landry, a veteran
of 16 NFL campaigns.
Dallas quarterback Roger
Staubach's nine-yard touchdown run and a 31-yard Toni
Fritsch field goal gave Dallas a
10-3 lead after Jan Stenerud's
booming 5I-yard thr4-pointer.
Then strange things began to
happen.
Preston Pearson of Dallas
fumbled into the Cowboys' end
zone and Chief defensive end
John Matuszak claimed it for a
touchdown.
Staubach flipped a 15-yard
touchdown pass to Golden Richards but Podolak countered
with a one-yard touchdown run.
Then Doug Dennison fumbled
the kickoff away to Chiefs'
rookie Morris LaGrand. Fortythree seconds later Podolak
dashed 11 yards to give Kansas
City a 24-17 halftime lead.
Richards snared a 47-yard
bomb from Staubach to even
matters in the third period before Stenerud kicked a 44-yarder for a 27-24 lead.
Staubach scratched back to
hand Dallas a 31-27 lead with a
one-yard touchdown run, and
then came a series of back
breakers.
Robert Newhouse fumbled
the ball away to Errunitt Thomas to set up the game-clinching
touchdown. Staubach, who had
been on target all night, suddenly turned wild and served
up two interceptions to kill any
thoughts of a comeback.

HORSE
Dolly
Kenbar
Goldie
Joe Cells
Blackjack
Lady
Red Fox
Tony
Little Joe
Prince
Prince
Doc
Blackjack
Grey sack
Doc
Prince

complete suppers for one low price

Supper is Super at

Dallas, 5-3 for tkg year, sank
game behind Washington and
St. Louis in the National Conference East.
Podolak scored tou-criclowns
on runs of 1 and 11 yards in a
43-second span just before halftime and snared a five-yard
"scoritig pass from Mike Livingston with 10:07 left to play
for the game-winner.
The lead changed hands like
a National Basketball Association game with the ball caroming about on a perfectly
dry night as though the players
a

East Splits Pair Of
Games With Big Sandy

Wranglers Riding Club
Holds Awar s Program

Pony Pleasure

*

Kansas City is now 44 and
still alive in the American Conference Western Division, trailing Oakland by two games.

Loan Goalie

Pony Lead Line

Appetizer: Your choice from an
assortment of soups,salads, or juices.

self instead of Ed Podolak,
gushed, "I'm really excited
about being part of this football
team. This win probably is as
exciting as our win over Oak-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
FAMILY TROPHY — The high-peint homily trophy was presented
by Wranglers Club pros-West Pets Haywood (left) to the Schroeder National Hockey League's
Family. From left to right are Norwood, Jim Schroeder, Burnadine Washington Capitals have
loaned goalie Michel BelhuSchroeder, Kevin Schroeder end Melissa Schroeder.
meur to their top farm club,
Richmond of the American
Hockey League, the club announced Monday.
Belhumeur has played in sev,sn games, notching a record of
• Do ens,five losses and a tie. He
was not involved in one
Lassiter, Lee Herndon and
The Wranglers Riding Club
decision. Last year Belhumeur
held its award banquet Wilburn Herndon.
was 0-24-3.
Other awards went to the Jim
November 1.
He will report to Richmond in
high
the
for
Plaques were presented to the Schroeder family
time for the Robins game
Melissa
trophy,
Pete point
officers:
following
tonight against the U.S. OlymHaywood, president; Keys Schroader, who is Little Miss pic team.
McCuiston, vice-president; Kay Wrangler and the Wrangler
Haywood, secretary; Nancy Queen and Frank Fennel for the
BASKETBALL . .
Brittain, assistant secretary; Sportsmanship Award.
INDIANAPOLIS — Jim BindOther awards included
Janice McCuiston, treasurer
ley, assistant to Indiana PacClaude Underhill for the oldest ers' President Thomas Binford,
and Betty Wicker, reporter.
lifetime rider, Jennifer Hill for the was named general manager of
honorary
An
Rueben
rider,
membership is given by the youngest
the American Basketball Assoclub to people who are retired or -Rowland for the oldest member ciation club.
,
disabled, Receiving those and Angela Haywood for the
PORTLAND — The Portland
honorary awards for service to youngest member.
Trailblazers of the National
Entertainment was provided Basketball Association placed
the club were Lawrence
Rushing, Lavelle Smith, Claude by Darren Gibson and his band. former UCLA guard Greg Lee
Here is the complete list of on waivers.
Underhill, Reuben Rowland.
reserve
and
Freddie
Duncan, Bessie Champions
Sctu-oader, Billy Green, Pur- champions in each class:
CLASS
Halter Class

*

DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS(AP) — The Kansas
City Chiefs may not be Super
Bowl material, as their rookie
Coach Paul Wiggin claims, but
they were All-National Football
League in recovering fumbles
Monday night.
Kansas City and Dallas fumbled 12 times in their nationally
televised stumblethon. The
Chiefs got back three of their
mistakes and pocketed all five
of Dallas' gifts, cashing three
of them into touchdowns.
The result was a 34-31 victory
over the Cowboys and crewcut
Wiggin found it all a little difficult to believe.
"We beat Dallas! ... God
darn ... we beat Dallas ...
We beat Dallas," he kept repeating.
Wiggin, acting at times almost like he had caught the
winning touchdown pam himBy

tilii_Sa_A._Contractors, Inc.

Political ad paid for by C C

Calvert Chy

Alarm
n •••

P.O. Box S25

Phone 395-4198
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ARE VERY SICK A.I.0
I CANT PRACTICE
AT HOME

PA*9 1

WELL, ANYwAY, THAT
EXPLAINS WHY HIS
MOTHER AND FATHER
ARE SICK

MOTHER ANC)PAThER

WELL,
OKAY--

cL Ca

(

THAT

REMINDS
ME --- I MUST GO
TO SEE THAT
SHARK MOVIE

MINE

ONE FROM
LEFT
51401JiDER

DO YOU
KNOW?

1/---

my

Pear Spike,

Thank you for
inviting me to have
Thanksgiving dinner

limp M.
Porker

Illeedsem
elicetion
mit for

oast sto

1, MOM/
2
_Liforer

tacky ea
feciitiot
IN!, TS
Tim
sit. is I
*Owes
ft. Seer
is 1,11
freeed.
located

OF COURSE.. YOU LIVED YOUR
ENTIRE LIFE IN CAYES„THAT'S
mir- WHAT YOU ATE „,

I'M M155ING

I KNOW

11 ii

LOOKS LIKE A HORRIBLE
MONSTER..15 REALLY
GENTLE CREATURE.„

UM!

How do I know
the coyotes won't
eat ME?

file et
Theme
Street,

with you and the coyotes.
2. NO

All
classif
regula
submit
the
public

FBI Investigating Allegations
On IRS Commissioner Alexander
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
FBI is investigating allegations
that Internal Revenue Service
Commissioner Donald C. Alexander blocked tax investigations.

The probe was described by
an FBI spokesman Sunday
night as "a preliminary investigation to determine if any federal violations might be involved" and was undertaken at

Crossword Puzzler
3 Thief
1 Skidded
5 Man's nick1 Equality
name
1 Cuts
Preposition
9 Cheer
Adhesive
12 The elf
13 Veranda
substance
14 Man's name
8 Location
9 Back down
15 Hare
10 Beverage
17 Rocks
11
flower
Pronoun
Embryo
19
20 Cubic meter 16 Conjunction
18 Pope's veil
21 Encourage
20 Secret agent
23 Simian
21 Soap plant
21 Site of Taj
Mahal
22 Nobleman
27 Deface
23 Exist
2; Happen again
28 Cook in hot
26 Make amends
fat
and
hail 28 Animal's coat
29 Rain
30 Conlunction 29 Drink slowly
37 Gives up
31 Hint
32 In what
32 Hasten
manner?
33 Prefix with
34 One defeated
36 Policeman
(slang)
37 Press lor
payment
38 Wife of
Geraint
39 Base
40 freiand
41 Commemorative disk
13 Possess
44 Fell in disuse
48 Thoroughfare
49 Everyone
50 By oneself
52 Greek letter
53 Tiny
54 Russian
Communist
55 Soak
ACROSS

1 Through
2 Mohammedan
title

Answer to Yesterday's Pi.I72111
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111r19R Par
Mere
Mountain
pass
37 Meal
39 DIPPer
40 Female sheep
12 Transaction
43 Part of stove

Distr. by United

44 Ordinance
46 Beverage
46 Southern
blackbird
47 Southwestern
Indian
18 Dine
51 Prepos lion

*stns. Svnelicate, Inc

All r
must t
p. m.
publici

the request of the Justice Department's Criminal Division.
He refused to elaborate any
further on the matter.
Alexander himself has asked
for a congressional investigation into controversies and accusations involving the tax
agency. Two subcommittees already are looking at various allegations involving the IRS and
its head.
In addition, Treasury Secretary William E. Simon ordered
an independent investigation of
charges that Alexander has
blocked tax audits of Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, D-N.M., head
of the Senate appropriations
subcommittee that oversees the
IRS.
Alexander has been accused
by some present and former
IRS agents of frustrating enforcement of criminal tax laws.
He has denied any wrongdoing
and said the allegations arose
because some IRS employes
are upset about his curtailment
of some intelligence division op-.
erations.
Some of the allegations involve Project Haven, an IRS investigation into tax evasion
schemes by Americans who allegedly had secret Caribbean
bank accounts.

Nev.
Spot
Retc

That IRS investigation was
suspended last August. Alexander said that while he hadn't
ordered the suspension, he approved of it. He said the suspension was ordered because of
fears that evidence was being
gathered illegally.

veryl
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Clos
n
Off)
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SO% Urethane Foam
SO% Acrylic flapper

Just Right to Accent Your Room

108

Many Designs & Colors
to Choose From.
Select the One
That's Right
for you

—
WHAT
NEE

-

You'll never miss the small amounts you set aside in a Chiistmas Club
account with us, but you'll be mighty happy next November when you
receive that big Christmas Club check for the grand total you've saved.
Now is the time to start. Stop in with your first deposit this week and
many
you'll quickly recognize why Christmas Club is so successful for so
of your friends and neighbors.

3oiltthe club mot:
Free Gift When You Open Your Christmas Club
for $2.00 or more per week.

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.

Beautiful Colors to
Choose From
1.44 Value

VELVET
SOFA
PILLOWS
Small Size Lg. Size
2.98 Value Reg. 5.98
187

4°°

WE MISSED YOU WITH THESE SPECIALS AT BACK TO SCHOOL TIME, SO SHOP EARLY FOR THESE SPECIAL SAVINGS JUST FOR YOU.

-411114,a,,
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1 Legal Notice

mielk

2. Notice

Notice
/me M. Porker sad temilory 1.
Parker 11-4-• Amorices Meek
OrAINISSItscl, teadoroil as ap
*Mimi for is coostnictim week for • wet semedard broadcast Medias fist limy, KmClay is October 14, 147S. The
%edifies remutsted ere 1130
KNZ, /SO warn daytime, class
peoposei trainmen*.

mile fast of Money, eft
Ilipliway 94, approximate., NO
ft. Ss.*. Tlio proposed tower
is 19S ft. mom' WOW above
presesil, tette' stielbas beim
*awl on Simoti 1 VA Shoot.
Amoy of Me impliartios Is..

site is 1

filo at Sesokolford, Geode auel
Maroon Acct. Sll Maple
Strmt, Merry, Kentucky, sod
iommilaide for public impottioa
during aormal beams boon.

2. Notice

9 Situatiurb virdried

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive afeT..
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
S, Times

A true account of onc of
the.stsost incredible journeys
in American history.

LOST RED IRISH Setter, 6
months old. Name is
Joshua. Has choke chain
and flea collar on. $25.00
reward. 104 Shady Oakes,
Charles Carpenter.

WANT SOMEONE to rake
leaves. Call 753-1517.
SERVICE STATION man
must- be experienced in
tune up and auto repair.
References required. Call
474-8816.

A II= MAY

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

450
DM BATTU Presents

G

Seven Alone
a DOTY UT=low

Starts Wed.

SALES HELP wanted
between the ages of 25 to
40. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32-I, Murray.
$200.00 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope to TK ENTERPRISE, Box 26,
Stanberry, Mo. 64489.

DISTRIBUTOR
NEEDED
PHONE NUMBERS
FOR Dff
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
-News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display ad753-1919
vertising
Display,
Classified
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 753- 19 I6
and 753-1977

Murray Coins
And Antiques sod

Me In Ovine.Poe Yoneseil
Pa.'Pad raw

DISTRIBUTOR
NEEDED
To Serr/ce 540re3 Drains ItbritS of
Ilicvde Pam
nesemanna. Campany
inn sew woman kr yea in openly nod
wenn.
gran by Cannon, ler SOMA fliClal PAR
IS-ACCIS. Ailm obli
AINISTIT ml5. nasymoto ••• .11
lo 0..sSW U Illartbeare, Vornoty
▪
Sneer Alliwkets. needs. 014444.1 aend
(.lan. Mask Stens. eh.
P.m POTUTAA I warn.*.41•100A
LAM 410 MOMS, (5.maille14,
mimeo p.m yee in ewe win brim
AP11/ •••
Want TODAY: Ode* plow mar.)
NSA SAJIS COI?
3557 WM44 Woe
Pblisbylpilen. Pe. 191)4
U. haperannea

AVERAGE WAREHOUSE
work: involves prepacking product; full or
part time. Apply in person
at 310 Main; Hawaiian
Tropics; Don Faughn
Ent; Inc.

Waliteil: Coles GAW-Silver

Deprossion Gloss

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street
753-0140.
JARMAN
SHOES

KING'S DEN
B.

A.. ',Popping

C.,11,, •

HELP
WANTED
The PALACE has
openings for night time
WAITRESSES and Kitchen Help. Starting
Wages $2.05.per hour. .15 per hour increase after 6 weeks training. Apply in person (NO ONE
WILL BE HIRED
OVER THE PHONE)

PALACE
16th
WHAT WE DO best is care.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

&

Chestnut,

Murray,Ky.

8. Storage Buildings

Small Ads...
Big Results!
*ant 4•1•••••

telephone

753-1916

CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

41 Public Sales

•
•

17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
day or night.

1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
474-2321.

The sooner you call,
the sooner you sew).

ii-/I

•
.
u
ha Of -••
•••••v ow. dp.dure ••••c••

19. Farm Equipment

6 Help Wanted

Supplies

HENS FOR sale. Call 47$2361.

TWO PARTY CARPORT
sale,312South 15th Street,
November 12, 9 to 5:30.
Girl's clothes and shoes,
size infant to 6x, light blue
carpet approximately 60
feet of shoe moulding,
ladies dresses sizes 10 to
18, boy baby clothes, baby
swing, avon collector
bottles, all sizes girls and
Ladies patterns. Lots of
miscellaneous items.

12 Insurance

If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

1I X
31E

39 Poultry

Another View

WOULD LIKE a job as
secretary or receptionist.
Seven years experience
as deputy circuit clerk,
familiar with all kinds if
legal work, excellent
typist. Like to work with
people. Full or parttime.
Phone 753-8136.

5. lost And Found

ADVERTKING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

MS

FORD TRACTOR, red
bellie and equipment.
Including bush hog. Call
753-2527

Stel

43 Real Estate

CUSTOM HOMES built on
your lot, not pre-fab, no
27. Mobile Home Sales
down payment financing,
Shell or completely
finished. Call 489-2726.
121 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air, FIVE ACRES OF property
throughout,
carpeted
in
apMurray,
refrigerator and stove,
proximately half is zoned
electric fireplace, unB-2( Busines), also has a 2
derpinned, excellent
bedroom frame home on
condition. Call 753-9816.
property. A place to move
your business or just a
great future investment,
WE BUY used mobile
price for such a property
homes. Top prices paid. as this is a low, low
Saddle and Spur Trailer
$25,000. Call Moffitt
Sales, Paducah. Call 442Realty Co., 206 South 12th
1918 or 443-8226.
Street, 753-3597

44 lots For Sale
LAKE PROPERTY for
sale near Paris Landing,
100 x 200 wooded lot with
private well and garden
spot. 12 x 43 2 bedroom
mobile home within
walking distance of
swimming and fishing
area. Good lake access
road. Call after 5 p. m.
901-232-8252.

°
3I

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1973
CHEVROLET
PICKUP truck, '4 ton,
power steering and
brakes. 350 h. p. One
owner. Call 7534995.
1.966 442, 4 speed, mags,
new brakes, air shocks.
Sharp. Call 4924332.

Farm For Sale
229 Acres, Seven room
house 8 miles west of
Paris Tennessee.

FM stereo and tape deck.
Low mileage, one owner,
at less than book price.
Call 753-5564.

call 753-3934

1571 VW BEETLE. Call
753-9580.

46. Homes For Sale

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

WE WANT TO MAKE wet
basements dry. No
digging or pumping.
Beaver water control
succeeds where others
fail. Guaranteed. Check
with
methods
our
satisfied customers. For
free estimates contact
Morgan Construction Co.,
502-442-7026, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

1968 GRAND PRIX, 2 door
hardtop, new battery,
excellent condition.
ELECAsking $475.00. Call 492- LICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt ef8332.
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
1972 OLDS 98 Luxury 4 door
753-0605.
sedan, all power with AM-

45. Farms For Sale

I

5: Services Offered

2
/
INC FORD TRUCK. 11
ton. Good transmission,
rear end and tires. Bad
motor. Call 753-4590.

50 Campers

OWNER. Three
BY
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. Imthedia te possoirsion.
Phone 489-2167.

22 FT. FULLY selfcontained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. Call 7533855.

FOR LISTING and selling
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
your property, see BoydCoachman, Trail Star,
Majors Real Estate, 105
210 E. Moir)
Fold down, unique, Good
NEWLY
North 12th, 753-8080 or call
2 mile east
1
used Wailers,/
Phone 753-0489
REDECORATED, 3
any of our salespeople:B.
and 641 intersection.
68
of
air
bath,
2
/
bedroom, 11
B. Hook, 753-2387; Audra
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
condition with gas heat.
Pat
753-9036;
Moody,
527-7807.
14 Want To Bu)
with
lot
fenced
20. Sports Equipment
Large
Mobley, 753-8958; Homer
storage building. 313
Miller, 753-7519; Barbara
MOBILE HOME, all
NORTHWEITTERN GOLF 1964 MODEL 10 x 50 with 4
South 10th Street. $21,500. 51 Services Offered
Erwin 753-4136; Reuben
electric. Call 753-8216
Clubs, one complete set
Call 753-0756 after 6 p. m.
x 8 expansion living room, Moody 753-9036.
after 5 p. m.
and bag. Graphit Driver.
SMALL DOZER work
$1,400. Also 2 bedroom 8
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
done. Call 753-7370.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
ft. wide trailer. Call 753VENEER LOGS wanted,
ATTRACTIVE THREE
grain bed farm trailer. 2
growing
in
location
white oak, walnut, ash
5980.
SOMETHING unusual in
bicycles 26" 10 speed.
bedroom house on large
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
and hackberry. Highest
window treatment? See
Carter
near
lot
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
wooded
29 Mobile Home Rentals
water, new 'pump, new
prices paid for logs 14" in
Roy's Carpenter Shop.
School. Newly decorated
carpets, all electric,
diameter
and
up.
Call 753-4124.
inside and outside. Large
TRAILERS. One 10' two
furnished. $12,500. Route
Delivered to Benton, Ky. 1973 16 FT. MARK Twain
room,
living room, dining
and one 12' two
bedroom
outh.
Mercury
115
p.
Ky.
Kirksey,
175,
1, Box
Also will buy standing
AWNING, CARPORTS,
bath, kitchen and extra
bedroom. Call 753-4171
board, walk through
Phone 489-2330.
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
with
den
paneled
patio covers and enlarge
days, 753-9087 after 8.
new.
Brand
windshield.
Miller 354-8440.
Tappan
fireplace.
closures.
brick
Aluminum
Call 753.0530.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Service Co. Call 492-8647.,
dishwasher, clispol and
BEDROOM - mobile
TWO
Drive.
Kirkwood
1315
15 lrticies Fiy Sale
electric range. Carpeting,
home, single occupancy,
Carpet, appliances,
CONSTRUCTION
BASS
PRO
DELTA
1975
curtains and draperies
water
and
pickup
garbage
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
concreted drive, im- M&B
landscaping, backhoe
Monthly
Co.,
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
included.
furnished. $65.00. 753-8216
possession.
desk. Different sizes.
mediate
work, general hauling,
trolling motor, power
payments are lower than
after 5:00 p. m.
Excellent for home study.
$20,000. Call 753-4074 or
this
753have
or
753-3932
bush hogging, Call 436Call
We
trim.
rent.
Call 901-642,6048 before 5.
753-1311
2540.
3226 after 4.
reasonably priced at only
31 Want To Rent
$18,000.00. Call John C. 47 Motorcycles
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
22. Musical
Neubauer, Real Estate,
MSU PROFESSOR and
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
and Ho Scale. Sales and
two
753-0101-7531 or Robert 1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
wife
with
young
home and industrial, air
service. Call 753-6855 or HAGSTROM 12 string,
Associate
Rodgers,
children desire to rent
conditioning, and
excellent running con753-7570 after 5 p.m.
electric guitar. Asking
three bedroom home in
Broker, 753-7116 for aprefrigeration, plumbing
Call 753-9168 or 436dition.
$75.00. Call 4924332.
pointment.
Murray
and heating. Call 474041
beginning
5370.
LESPADISA HAY. Call
January 1, 1976. Write
or 753-7203.
474-2302.
PIANO TUNING, repair
with details before Nov. BRICK HOME 360 ft. 1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX,
and rebuilding, prompt
24th to V. Vandegrift, 1102
frontage on Highway 94 Call 436-5335 after 5:00 JOHN
HUTCHENS'
service. Rebuilt pianos
NEW SET OF Wilson Staff
Ave.,
N. Estholme
East about nine miles of
and Electric.
p.m.
Plumbing
for sale. Ben Dyer 753irons. Heel and toe
Bloomington, IL 61701.
Murray, three large
No jobs too small. Call
8911.
weighted. 3-9 pw. $150.00.
bedrooms, 2 baths, family 48 Automotive Service
436-5642 early morning or
Call 489-2256 after 5 p. m.
SMALL HOUSE or two
room with fireplace, builtlate afternoon.
apartment,
24. Miscellaneous
bedroom
in kitchen, living room SIX CYLINDER Ford
"NEVER USED anything
room, pickup truck motor fits HAVING
furnished or partially
dining
and
TROUBLE
like it," says users of Blue HEAVY EQUIPMENT.
furnished, in town. Call
recreation room, central model 65 and up. 240 CID.
getting those small
Lustre carpet cleaner.
753-0888 or 7534600.
Adam road grader, good
heat and air. Double $85.00. Call 753-9680.
plumbing jobs done?
Rent electric shampooer.
carpet
condition. Call 502-753garage,
Then call 753-6614.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
9807 or 502-354-6392.
throughout. Only $48,000. 49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
32 Apartments F Rent
Center.
Possession in 30 days.
SHOLAR
CONTACT
TWO BEDROOM apartGood two bedroom home 1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
Brothers for all your
16'0AMP Electric service
ment,all carpet, disposal, in Stella on Highway 121, cylinder, automatic, 1975
FOR LONGER wear keep
bulldozing, backhoe work,
pole, complete. Call 753range,
dishwasher,
carpets clean with Blue
city water, gas heat, large VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
or trucking needs. Phone
0870.
washer, dryer hookup,
Lustre. Rent eleectric
lot, nice shade, near
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354central heat and air.
shampooer $1. Western TWO STORY oak log barn.
church and grocery. Ideal 1971 BUICK LeSabre, 4
8161 after 7 p.m.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Auto, Home of "Wishing
for retired couple. Only
Excellent condition. Call
door, power and air. Call
Call 753-7550.
Well Gift Shop"
$10,750. Posession in 30 753-0720.
753-0870.
CLEANING,
CARPET
days. Galloway Insurance
experienced, very
LOVE SEAT about 100 FOR SALE majestic MURRAY
and Realty, Phone 753- 1974 CHEVY,4 wheel drive
MANOR
reasonable rates,
woodburning fireplaces.
years old, white enamel
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
5842.
references, free
pickup. Call 247-8476 after
Aluminum Service Co.
wood range cook stove.
unfurnished. except stove
estimates Quick drying.
Ky.
5 p.m., Mayfield,
Call 492-8647.
Call 753-2527.
and refrigerator, water NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
bill paid. Central heat and
one
owner
Highway
T-Bird,
of
1958
Within view
WURLITZER SPINET 071 /
air conditioning. Start at
2 TON Ford tran1
641 Estate of Alfred Montana car. No rust. GUTTERING BY Sears,
piano, nice. Excellent
month.
per
753Call
120.00
Sears seamless gutters
smission, radiator, 390
New ires. All way above
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
condition. $400.00. Wicker
your
%68.
per
installed
intake and carburetor.
Drive
average.
twin head board, $20. Two
specifications. Call Larry
1970 Ford Torino body for
ROBERTS REALTY anywhere. Priced to sell.
adjustable metal • bed
FURNISHED
APARTLyles at 753-2310 for free
parts. One Chippendale
located on South 12th at See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
MENT. One or two
frames,$20 each. Call 437estimates.
chair, lion head; back
five 492-8165.
has
Sycamore
4153.
bedrooms Zhnmerman
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
licensed and bonded sales
Apartments. South 16th
personnel to serve you 1973 VW Super Beetle, like
PIE SAFE, tin cabinet,
Street 753-6609.
plus twenty years exnew. Call 753-0530.
26. TV Radio
curio solid walnut. Cheap.
real estate exclusive
34. Houses For Rent
Call 753-8301.
perience. Call 753-1651 or 1970 NOVA vinyl top and
TV, BLACK and white.
by our office. We
come
use
ho
BEDROOM
factory air. Power. Call
Nice cabinet, cheap. Call THREE
to talk REAL
like
SIDING,
;
Aa64
492.
r411 0
ALC
In country Call before 9 p.
435-4352.
753-5513.
ESTATE.
Aluminum Service Co.
m. 753-5942

Ronnie Ross

16 FT. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford
disc, gill pullverizer. Call
753-7370.

10 x 55 TRAILER, located,.
at Stella in Gambles
Trailer Ct. Fully furnished, new carport,
3000.00. Reason want to
relocate. Call 753-5078, if
no answer call 3294649.

BLOWN INSULATION.
Interested in lowering
your heating and cooling
costs. Insulate today! Call
753-9446 after 5:00 p.m.
WILL PUT plastic under
houses to keep down
moisture. Also small
carpentry jobs. Call 753-

1603.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
PAINEXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753.4343.
CONLAIGELAND
STRUCTION.
Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock
and
top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
EXPERIENCED, will stay
with elder people. Day or
night. Call 435-4169.
MARRIED GIRL will do
baby sitting in her home
from 7 a. m. -5 p. m.,
Monday through Friday.
Call 753-0160 after 5 p. m.
SERVICE,
STUD
American
registered
Eskimo dog. Phone 753E055 from 9 to 4 after 4 call
435-4111

Will refinish
your refrigerator
Choice of color. Pick up
and deliver. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

_Call 753-8353-753-4588
or 753-9955.
54. Free Column
PUPPY, SEVEN months
old.
Collie.
Part
Desperately needs home.
Call 753-0186
FREE TWO 3 month old
puppies. Mixed breed.
One is black and brown,
the other is brown and
white. Call 753-710.
FREE PART COLLIE
puppy. Seven weeks old.
Desperately needs a good
home. Call 753-4307 after
5.
FREE FEMALE adult cat.
Grey with dark stripes
and spots of orange. Call
753-3994.
HAMSTERS FREE. Call
after 4 p. m., 437-4772.

INVITATION
TO BID

16. Home Furnishings

23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals included. External PA jack.
Phone 7534753.

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable WASHER AND dryer. Call
753-6719 after 5 p.m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
Buildings. 8x104388, 8:12$432, 8'164576, 10x204989.
Free normal delivery. SEVEN PIECE smoked OR RENT. Modern 2
bedroom mobile home.
glass dinette set. Six
Many in stock to choose
Air conditioned and unto
built
size
months
old. $200.00. Call
from. Any
derpinned. Located in
753-9680.
order. Protect your lawn
Riviera Court. Call 753and garden tools. Buy a
2636.
storage building now. REFRIGERATOR
never be
Prices wi
Freezer, 24 cubic foot, 1972 ATLATN1C, 12 x 60 2
lower. We will be closed
side-by-side, ice maker
bedroom, shag carpet, air
for the „seasons from
-with Ice service in doer; •ivasfier,'
to
1975
15November
loss than two years old
dryer,
underpinning,
March 15, 1976. Hick's
Call 527-7168. Also 36"
porch,
available
Cemetery Road. Call 753Electric range.
December. Call 753-9512.
0984

37 livestock

Supplies

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford hulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Als< 0,ws, bred and
247open heifers. um 901_
Rex
Robinson
5487.

38 Pets
TWO AK( registered Toy
Poodles. Also 8 compartment cage. Cap 7539349.

FOR YOUR insurance,
Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call
753-3263 anytime, day,
night and holidays.

44 lots For Sale

1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.
1968 BUICK Sky Lark - low
mileage, fair condition,
$500.00. 753-7913.
1963 CHEVROLET station
wagon. Call 436-2242.

1966 MUSTANG,3 speed on
LOTS FOR SALE in Pine
the floor, excellent
Bluff Shores, overlooking
condition. Call 492-8332.
Kentucky Lake, other lots
*a.
•
in Kerala-II County. Goad"
1
foot.
12
trailer location. $895.00 1973 CHEVROLET,
monthsold One male and
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753part finance by owner.
one female. 150.00 each.
7370.
753-9504.
call
Please
753-0757
Call

montki,

The Calloway County Board of
Education is requesting bids for
property insurance coverage on all
its buildings and contents.
Specifications are on file in the
Board's office, adjacent to the
Calloway County High School, on the
College Farm Road, Murray,Ky.
All bids must be in the Board's of-..
fice on or before 12:00 noon, December 1, 1975. The Board reserves the
right to reject any.or.all bids

41.404.444
,
..4•11.4041•14.101.111.4
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'Women In Arts
Theme, Program,
H. M. Workman Dies Brother Of Murray For UCM Luncheon
"Women in the Arts" will be
the fourth and final discussion
Monday At Hospital; Woman Dies Sunday topic dealing with women's
issues at this Wednesday's UCM
Luncheon. The panelists,
Funeral Is Today
Funeral, Thursday
faculty' members in the College

Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER

ADVERTISING

This series of columns is prepared by the
advertising staff of The Murray Ledger &
Times. Left to right are Barbara Alexander,
advertising manager; and Frank Gonzales
and Debra Miller, soles people Contact any
one of them at 753-1919 for assistance with
your advertising program.
INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
Institutional advertising, as the term implies, is the
advertising done by a firm without making specific product or service offerings, without reference to price in
most uses, and generally promoting the company as a
whole. This procedure is commonljr rgerred to as
"keeping the company name before the public."
Banks, savings & loan organizations, funeral directors,
certain types of doctors, among many others, are the
most frequent users of institutional ads. Such advertisements usually show a picture of the building where the
business is housed, and brief copy which may provide
such basic information as how long the firm has served
the community, number of employees on the staff, hours,
location, telephone, etc.
Since institutional advertising seldom makes a specific
offering of goods or services at a given cost, and
therefore does not cause an immediate and direct response on the part of the readers, it is extremely difficult
to measure results. But, there is practical evidence to
show the need for continuous institutional advertising op
the part of businesses that lend themselves to this type of
newspaper promotion.
In a study conducted for the dairy products industry
the findings showed that if this group, which does a large
percentage of their advertising in an institutional
manner, were to cut their $84 million advertising budget
to only $50 million, it would result in a sales dropoff of
about 66.1% from its recent $4.25 billion level. In other
words, if they took away roughly 40% of the advertising
budget, they could expect to lose 2/3rds of the business
they now enjoy.
Hard to measure as it may be, institutional advertising
has been proved by the big names in advertising to be a
most vital means of building business volume, and maintaining and increasing that volume. And; since the "big
boys" have gone to the expense of proving this fact to be
true, the smaller advertiser can certainly benefit from
their experience. But surely everyone agrees there is
much to be learned by example in advertising and this
free knowledge can help you reach your own business
goals.
It is an accepted fact that advertising is necessary to
continued business progress. Older businessmen can
recall when the makers of Hershey candy bars and
Wrigley's chewing gum prided themselves on the fact
that they didn't have to advertise in the media to reach
their sales goals. Today, both companies are big advertisers because competition made it mandatory to
survival.
This article concludes this series and it has been a
pleasure to share with all my readers the information
that was provided about newspaper advertising. For
someone to tell you that newspaper advertising is
essential to your business health is one thing, but to take
the time to give you all of the solid reasoning behind such
a statement is truly a worthwhile service.
For those who are still not convinced I can only say GOOD LUCK - because you are going to need it!

H. M. Workman of 810 North
Rex Ruddle, brother of Mrs.
16th Street, Murray, died Lillian Gilbert of Murray, died
Monday at 11:50 p. m. at the Saturday at five a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County Veterans Administration
Hospital. He was 88 years of Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He
age.
was a resident of 118 Oak Street,
The deceased was preceded in South Fulton Term.
death by his wife, Mrs. Alice
The deceased was 54 years of
Scott Workman, on January 23, age and was an inspector for the
1971. He was a member of the Motor Vehicle Division of the
Grace Baptist Church, a retired Tennessee Department of
farmer, and had served as Revenue. He had served as a
magistrate of the Murray former South Fulton, Mayor,
District for sixteen years.
Fulton Police Chief, and South
Born July 10, 1887, in Fulton City Councilman.
Calloway County, he was the
Mr. Ruddle was a native of
son of the late John Workman - Graves County and graduated
and Dell Emerson Workman. from Farmington High School
He was preceded in death by and attended the University of
one son, Lloyd Workman, on Tennessee, Martin. He was a
November 7, 1962, and one member of the First Baptist
daughter, Estelle Workman, on Church, Fulton.
April 16, 1911.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Survivors are one daughter, Lillian Stallins Rudclle; one son,
Mrs. Leon (Mary Brown) Terry Ruddle, Fulton; one
Burkeen, Taylor, Mich.; three stepson, Harry Williams,
sons, Elmo Workman, St. Clair Martin, Tenn.; two brothers,
Shores, Mich., Fred Workman, Ellis and Newton Ruddlle,
CHEERLEADER PRESENTATION-The Murray High School varsity cheerleaders presented the
607 Elm Street, Murray, and L. Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. P. A.
school with a banner to hang beneath the scoreboard at Ty Holland Stadium, declaring the
D. Workman, 200 South Ninth (Allie) Parker, Paducah, and
Tigers 1974 Class A football champs. The cheerleaders are Becky and Cindy Gould, Allyson
Street, Murray; nine grand- Mrs. Lillian Gilbert, Murray;
Holt, Linda Ransom, Karen Allbritten, Elizabeth Whitmer, Beverly Barnett, and Gwen Purdom.
children; eleven great grand- three grandchildren.
Staff Photo by Barry Drew
children.
Funeral services were held
Funeral services will be held this morning at eleven o'clock
Thursday at one p. m. at the at the chapel of the Hornbeak
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, Fulton, with
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J. Rev. David Clapp officiating.
Burpoe officiating. Burial will Burial was in the Greenlee
members
and
their
guests.
The annual awards dinner
November 14, opening with the
For information call Mrs. be in the Old Salem Cemetery. Cemetery there.
and dance of the Oaks Country
social hour at six p.m. at the
Friends may call at the
Jimmy Lamb, 753-4771, or Mrs.
Club will be held Friday, Holiday Inn, Murray.
funeral home.
Mike Morgan, 753-6112.
R. B. Morgan, club president,
CUSTOM RIGID
will preside at the dinner at 6:30
p.m. at Holiday Inn. New ofLAMINATING
ficers will be installed and the
Convert Your
The sale of the 1976 Tiger delivery next August.
various awards for the year will
The
Business
Cards
editors
said
the
annual
annual
will
start
Wednesday
in
be presented from 7:30 to nine
this
year
will
feature
many
the
homerooms
at
Murray
High
an
to
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
p.m.
today furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
School, according to Sue pages of color. The sales will be
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows
Persons who receive awards Windriun and Sally Matarazzo, conducted in the school from
will be special guests for the editors, and Lisa Jones, November 12 to November 19.
17% unc
Airco
while-you-wait
dinner,
but others will be paying business manager.
Motors
6
+4k
Amer.
Ashland Oil
19% Ars
five dollars per person.
Senior representatives in
Ninety-seven per cent of QueAT&T.
50% +½
Ford
43% +%
Following
the
awards each homeroom will take orders bec City's citizens are Franco56% +11
Gen. Motors
/
4
presentation a dance will be for the annual which will cost phones - a much-used term
16% +%
Gen. lire
16% +1
Goodrich
/
4
held at the Woodmen of the seven dollars each this year. denoting the linguistically
Gulf Oil
Slunc
World building from nine p.m. Persons may pay the entire French - and most of the oth102 N. 4th
Pennwalt
29% +%
X +%
Quaker Oats
to one a.m. The charge will be amount or a deposit of three er 3 per cent, who are AngloRepublic Steel
20% -46
five dollars per couple for dollars with the balance due on phones, are bilingual.
Singer

Oaks Club Will Have Awards Dinner, Dance

Annual Sale To Begin At MHS

rma gtoek 4110/ket

I-D TAG

Winchester
Printing Services

Tappan
Western Union
Zenttb

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
U.S. Haines
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
SCR,Grace
Texaco
General Klee
GAF Corp
Alcilic
Georgia
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

AT SAY-rite YOU'Ll
SAVE UP
TO 40%
ON ALL
YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS!

4% unc
6¼ 44
9% +44
X -VG
-%
25% unc
23% unc
40% +1
10% +%
43% unc
30% +%
32% +%
11% 446
Si +%
26% +%

Federal State Market News Service
November 11, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 649 Est. 500 Barrows & Gifts
75 to 1.00 lower Sows Uneven steady under
500 lbs. to 1 00 lower. Over 500 steady to
mostly .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$50.75-51.00
US 1-3 200-240 Its
$50.25-50.75
us 2-4 240-200 Ito
849.50-50.25
trs 1-4 260-2310 lb.
846.75-49.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$42.00-43.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs
14300-4400
US 1-3 450-650 lbs
844.00-45.00
JS 2-3 360-500 lbs.
.. $41.00-42.00
Boars $33.00-35.00 few at 36.00

30 TABLETS 73' VALUE

crop. The corn estimate was
placed at 5.8 billion bushels, or
an increase of 1 per cent over
the October projection.
Government economists have
said an abundant grain crop
will encourage livestoc production and help slow inflation
at the meat counter.
A soybean harvest of 32.4
million bushels is expected in
Kentucky, the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service in
Louisville noted.

at ut eaper t an
at Home
Where?

Gimp, It-A free offer of 'mocha
Interest to those vibe boar bat he net
enderstaial wards bes boom aosseaced
by lolteiso. A nett-oporatisg naniol of
smallest Behest mid ever node vS
be gives slaselutoiy ft..?. mayor
reqwestieg it.
Seed for tbis nem-eperwtieg anode.
mow. Wear it in Nis privacy of year ors
borne to see bow hey bearing Yelp cam
N. It's years to keep, free. The ottani
Pd weights less *am a third of am Gamce, and We
at or level, in sae wit.
No wires lead free body to bong.
These sedois or free, se we sanest
yea write for years mew. Again, we
repeat, Non Ii.. cost, and certainly
as obligatioa. Theisen& base alroody
been wailod, se write today te Dept.
W2, Who. Bectrenics, 4261 W • Victoria Mrs.?, Mango, N.60646.

TOTAL DISCOUNT CENTERS
DESITIN SKIN
CARE LOTION

• SILVER

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The estimate of Kentucky's anticipated soybean harvest was
raised 4 per cent Monday by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), but corn and burley tobacco projections remained at nearly the same levels as last month.
The soybean estimate nationally was raised 3 per cent to
1.52 billion bushels, an increse
of 23 per cent over last year's

Afraid You're
Going Deaf?

6% unc
14% +
35

Purchase Area Bean Harvest Estimate Raised
Hog Market

of Creative Expression, will be
Jenny Holtgren and Karen
Boyd.
A recent addition to the music
faculty, Holtgren received her
B.A. from Houston Baptist
University and her Masters of
Music from Illinois Wesleyan
University. Boyd achieved a
degree in business educatiorrg
well as her master of arts
degree from Kent State
University and has been a
member of the MSU Art
Faculty since 1967.
The luncheons are held from
12:30 to 1:20 each Wednesday at
the United Campus Ministry.
Cost of the meal is $1.25 and the
public is invited to attend. For
information or reservations call
753-3531.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
down 0.3. Below dam 303.2 down
0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1
down 0.7. Below dam 315.0 up
10.3.
Sunset 4:51. Sunrise 6:31.
Moon sets Tuesday 12:48 a.
m., rises Tuesday 1:57 p. m.

SAVE 15'

$2.89 Value

48'

$1.11

85 TABLETS 51.35 VALUE
SAVE 494

oz. $1.15 VALUE

SAY-rite
SAVES YOU

76
4
SAVE 39'

86'
CHEWS FAST.
HIGH SPEED REUEF
FOR HEARTBURN AND
ACID INDIGESTION

t

a

CHEWABLI1 ANTACID

at Rudy's Restaurant

Fried Chicken

SAVE 39'
10 oz. Lotiow
$1.59 VALUE

984

CONTAINS
NO ZIRCONIUM

SAVE 61'

THE SAY-rite WAY

AND COMPARE

NEW TRAC
SHAVE CREAM

NTZ
DECONGESTANT
NOSE
DROPS

WITH AFTER SHAVE
CONDITIONERS
•Regular
•time
1101.
$1.59 VALUE

1 In.
$1.69 VALUE

EW RIGHT GUARD
Double Protection
ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

RIGHT
GUARD
flSl

SAVE 61'

RIGHT
GUARD

with hot biscuits, cream gravy,french fries, and honey

Each Tuesday 4 p. m.-8 p. m.

DEODORANT
RIGHT
GUARD

Ikon le

$106
Neo Syneptirine Nose Drops
1.4%$1.46 VALUE

96

4 SAVE sr

SAVE 63

SAVE 61' at SAV-rite

•Scented
*Unscented
$1.36 VALUE
1.5 oz.

864

$1.69 VALUE

2
$00
All you can eat

SKIN CARE
eutfallellrelleles
%dr

WORKS FAST.

SHOP THE RIGHT WAY
TOUCH OF SWEDEN
601. LOTION
$1.15 VALUE

Of/

10 oz. $1.59 VALUE

SAV -rite SAVES YOU SO'

PACQUIN
Hand Cream

Neo-Synephrine
Nasal Spray
1 7%

20Ml

$1.19 VALUE

Neo-Synephrine

RUDY'S..RESTAURANT
Court Square

753-16.32

4

1*. $1.79 Value
SAVE 63'
ST.69 VAIN

r.

(63-313)

Easier to grip;
solid foam
rubber
can't
deflate.

Reg. $2.99

COUPON

$6.00

TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

COUPON

OAMMbP

Add, subtract, multiply, divide, figure per cent. 8 digit display, floating decimal; battery incl. (51-950-3)

CALCULATOR

coupon

1fl97 with

REG. $16.97—SAVE $6.00

Your OTASCO Nan Is Authorised to Redeem ThIs
Coupon DURING THIS SALE ONLY. NO CASH VALUE

OTASCO'(COUP_9,!_jOSSSSMONN

Tots learn while they play.
Peg board, mallet, chalk,
eraser, etc Cl

PEG 'N PLAY DESK

Super Value

Supplement to the
_MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES (-- t-118)

(17) McCrory Corp. 1975

•LIMIT ONE

FOOTBALL
NeliF
2 199
1
Save /

%MOM OTASCO reoUPON ORMSSMWM 200

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

and at most stores

• LAYAWAY
• CREDIT TERMS

• CASH

5

Your OTASCO Man says:
ways to buy:
You have

TASCO

DUE TO ECON9MIC CONDITIONS, SOME STORES MAY NOT HAVE ALL ITEMS INCLUDED
ADDITIONALLY, OTASCO RESERVES THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

r.1113

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Bel-Air Shopping Center

OTASCO

\\MMCARM

COUPON

COUPON

KAMMO\

1123

,w)%

On= Dan Is Anahorlsod to %dam TIMs
DURING TWIG SKI ONLY. NO CAEN

COUPON

COUPON

elpmvpr ?casco
TEAR ALONG 11.1t*ORATION

Plays 8-track stereo tapes

1995

• Built-in 8-track
player/recorder
w/microphones
• AM/FM stereo
radio, deluxe
record player
• Full range
stereo speaker
system. is5-335-5)

988

Make your own
8-track tapes
Reg. $229.95

STEREO
CONSOLE

YMOMMIR 100

Has alarm, sleep
switch, lighted

Clock. (85.131-31

where. 015-10,,

Reg. $27 95

with ANY EUREKA UPRIGHT

FREE ATTACHMENTS

7 98

Reg. $139.95

BSR RECORD
CHANGER

8-TRACK
TAPE PLAYER

AM/FM STEREO
RADIO

beats tarpet. To
loading dust bag, 2-way Dial-aNap Height adjustment, (87 508 1)

Padded Stereo Headphones (85-363-7)

Big sound stereo at a sensational price. Large
speaker enclosures, dust cover. (85-357-3)

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM

AIONTC1011R

on AC or batteries. Includes
cigarette lighter cord. (85-3.53-2)

100

SAVE 15

PORTABLE STEREO
TAPE PLAYER

AM/FM CLOCK RADIO

ft

Emerson TABLE RADIO
Compact smartly
stiled; fits in any- 787

SAVE $3.00

SAVE $8.00

CREDIT TERMS

tuning. (85-616)

st—
Lightvveight
sensitive 82-ctier,nel

EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

B&W Television

PHILCO

Speaker in each earphone.
Solid state radio. (85-221-2)

HEADPHONE RADIO

HERE'S YOUR
"

_
C/04_
INANE you v...

. CEOS

HERE'S YOUR CRANK

THANK YOU

CONS

Solid state; waterproof
search coil. Wks thru
dirt, rocks, woodtr water.
(59-6,3°)

ipTei

-

2497

Reg.;32.99

2"TUBULAR
/
11
STEEL LEGS

2-gun model; for pickups,
truck cabs. Metal. (64-364)

SAVE '8"

TREASURE
FINDER

99

TRUCK GUN RACK

CREDIT TERMS

Lightning fast automatic; 19-shot magazine. 4-power, double-coated Glenfield
telescopic sight.

Everything to clean, oil shotguns, pistols, rifles. (64-357)

GUN CLEANING KIT

77

OUTERS

Magazine holds 6 rounds; smooth lever
action aids fast firing. Walnut stock. (64269)

WINCHESTER LEVER ACTION
30/30 CALIBER RIFLE

4114
IrdVb.

$3.45

COUPON

.0TASCO',COUPON

c

Plugs in cigarette
lighter socket;
made in USA. (1 9501

with coupon

9

Rug. $13.44

VACUUM
CLEANER

ar or

TIAR ALONG PERFORATION

Lace-on
leatherette; brown
or black. (1-410-2-3)

177

WHEEL COVER
Wind up & it swings
baby gently. (17-155-3)

10"

BABY
SWING

Swyng-O-Matie

COUPON

OTASCO Nan sAslississil
Itsmises This
OWING ,TINS
y.NO

1th 2 bottle, glass
or can holders & tray
compartment; fits
over hump. (1•)354

with coupon

c Rog. $1.311

9

SNACK TRA

OTASCO COUPON ASSSSMM\\1\\

and cam dwell. (1-932)

response: p -931 3)
DWI.L/TACH TESTrR
r es dwell, RPM s,

1TACNOMETER. in

9each,

16616111116611116111IIEU

'tin counter
; stainless steel
- blades with pushbutton release. (52-356-2)

COUPONM

COUPON

Three crystal clear apothecary jars with matching lid. ($04.1p-4

4-PIECE
SNACK SET

SPECIAL
VALUE

TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

348

with

coupon
Hand mixer, chopper,
juicer. Clear glass containers. (50-14)

Reg.
$4.99

ENERGY SAVERS

11111.11111

1111!1,/

AIM go Is Dalligrintl le Nsissw This
WILE ONLY. ND CRON UWE

COUPON

U.

NONSSE
OSA=WNW

COUPON

SAVE '5°

pebHard -seal finish interiors,
see-thru
exterior,
ble grained
covered
glass covers. 2-qt.
Dutch
covered
-qt.
sauce pan, 5
cast
Heavy
pan.
fry
oven, 10-in,
holds
metal cooks more evenly,
heat longer. (50.164)

COOKWARE SET

OVER 1/3 OFF

d•••110

a'

TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

on all toys

CREDIT
TERMS

with
coupon

Reg. $3.77

COUPON

yahtzee

2'—'21fa; a vcati*N"

(72 154 11

slieeping

Soft body, rooted
eyes.
hair,
Toss her up and she
gurgles with delight.

TV

AS SEEN
ON

9

YAIITZEE

Magimatic

....

.vr1" 4 ti q a

.....,1._, ,
—vae.n,8 01 .-..—
^1 •••• ... -1

ta.11

ra.

,9„

INCLUDING
FILM AND
FLASH
CUBE

•

o
a

6
96

only

rEMENEEf

g 6 'EE
r1g114:4C
a
. (#15;
g

u.

Harmless target game; g
shoots corks at crows.

CROW SHOOT

ot
c

-4

z
cl

(72-438)

pressman
MAGIC SHOW
Everything 499
you need
Regular
for a show
$6.66
25 tricks.
TV

AS SEEN
ON

2 1;1'!*ight

0.i.

4a;2
3
3 a

r
o
rl

2 45))

"MOD" GUITAR
\1
114
1
,tull
size; 6 nylon &
metal strings. (

digIii
.%
-FiRsi v.1
at

Tempered hardwood
bench with toy storage box beneath the

DELUXE
DEACON BENCH

snapshots. (77590)

Take color, black-and-white

CAMERA OUTFIT

a - .F g a"
52: 5- TI."4" .1 E -, (-)
2 P.,"
CI 311"
CD
ltillikAailgWqR -6'‹° sm.»
1.5- 2.9.- ?..
4
4
c8
c<rs 2,q.,
:':'E
-.1. 0

Your OTASCO Man is Autborizod to Nahum This
Coupon DURING THIS SALE ONLY. NO CASH VALUE

.72 512-5)

Landing on
opponent's
spot means
ravaFirst
to cross the
board wins.

auramr
AGGRAVATION

OTASCO COUPON

1.8"ioftskin body, rooted
hair. Kisses when left wrist
is scibeezed. No batteries
needed. (72,53 to

KISS ME BABY

TV

AS SEEN
ON

TV

AS SEEN
ON

(LESS BM.)

TABLE RADIO
edy Ann & Andy
e music everywhere.

BUY ON
CREDIT
TERMS
AT
OTASCO

OTASCO

COUPON

Your OTASCO Man It Atinkisrla:pd to Radom TMs
Coupon DURING THIS SALE ONLY. NO CASH VALUE

24

15

tiny
Soft, realistic branches;
twinkling lights, 31 asst. ornainches high. (71.1411)
ments.

Complete
With Lights
And
Ornaments

$5.00 SAVINGS

(65-8907)

1299

"WALK-R-RIDE"
Regular
TRAINER PONY
$17.99
On casters, so child can walk or
rock. Safety seat.
TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

AYAWA
NOW!

(65 179-31

ILLUMINATED CHRISTMAS TREE

(72-193-9)

12

Have your own pizza
party. Designed for
safe play. Comes
complete with pizza
dough and sauce
mix, enough for
pizza s.with two pans
and serving paddle.
Also includes $1.00
coupon redeemable
at participating Pizza
Hut restaurants.

FAMOUS
PIZZA HUT

sound.

Selections are the best-prices the lowest!

N

